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ABSTRACT 
 
An Approach Based On Wavelet Decomposition and Neural Network for ECG Noise 
Reduction 
Suranai Poungponsri 
Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal processing has been the subject of intense research in the past 
years, due to its strategic place in the detection of several cardiac pathologies. However, ECG 
signal is frequently corrupted with different types of noises such as 60Hz power line interference, 
baseline drift, electrode movement and motion artifact, etc. In this thesis, a hybrid two-stage 
model based on the combination of wavelet decomposition and artificial neural network is 
proposed for ECG noise reduction based on excellent localization features: wavelet transform 
and the adaptive learning ability of neural network. Results from the simulations validate the 
effectiveness of this proposed method. Simulation results on actual ECG signals from MIT-BIH 
arrhythmia database [30] show this approach yields improvement over the un-filtered signal in 
terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  
 
 
 
Keywords: Wavelet Decomposition, Artificial Neural Network, Function Approximation, 
Noise Reduction, ECG, Adaptive Filter. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
The electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is a trace of an electrical activity signal generated by 
rhythmic contractions of the heart and it can be measured by electrodes placed on the 
body’s surface. Clinical data showed that an ECG signal is very effective in detecting 
heart disease, and there are steady efforts within the research community to develop 
automated ECG signal classification algorithms. Conventionally, an ECG signal is 
measured in static conditions, since the appearance of heartbeats varies considerably, 
not only among patients, but also movement, respiration, and modifications in the 
electrical characteristics of the body. Moreover, several electrical and mechanical noise 
components are also added to the signal, making it difficult to extract key features. In 
general, measured ECG signal data contains white noise, muscle artifact noise, baseline 
noise, electrode moving artifact noise, and 60Hz power line noise [1]. In the effort to 
remove these noises, there has been little success when employing traditional methods 
such as linear filers, signal averaging, and their combination. 
ECG noise removal is complicated by the fact that the characteristics of almost all 
biomedical signals vary in time. For instance, ECGs tend to vary quasi-periodically, with 
each period corresponding to one heart beat; sometimes, even the shape of the ECG 
beats varies in time [38]. Some of the noise and artifacts are random in nature and have 
a wide range of frequency content. Because the noise power spectrum resides within 
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the frequency range of the cardiac signal, filtration of noise from the ECG signal 
becomes challenging.  
Different techniques have previously been proposed on the removal of the 
interferences in the ECG signals. Some of them consisted of a median filter for impulsive 
noise reduction and a linear filter for white noise reduction. For example, an FIR median 
hybrid filter which was a cascade of linear phase FIR filters and a median filter was 
proposed in [40]. The Method in [41] presented an IIR median hybrid filter [39]. For 
baseline removal, the technique of baseline estimation using cubic spline in [45] is 
proposed. This is a third order approximation where the baseline is estimated by 
polynomial approximation and then subtracted from the original ECG signal. In [46], the 
baseline is constructed by linearly interpolating between pre-known isoelectric levels 
estimated from PR intervals. This is a nonlinear approach and becomes less accurate at 
low heart rates, where the cubic spline approximation achieved better results. Linear 
filtering is another method applied to the baseline wander problem. Using this approach, 
a digital narrow-band linear-phase filter with cut-off frequency of 0.8 Hz has been 
suggested in [47]. Another filtering technique using digital and hybrid linear-phase with 
cut-off frequency of 0.64 Hz is used in [48]. Time-varying filtering was proposed in [49]. 
Filter banks with different cut-off frequencies that depend on heart rate and baseline 
level was implemented. There are numerous problems associated with these filtering 
methods. First, when the FIR structure is used, the number of coefficients is too high; 
therefore creating a long impulse response. Secondly, there is an overlap in the 
spectrums of the baseline and the ECG signals. Thus, removing the baseline spectrum 
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will cause distortion in the ECG components. Thirdly, the cut-off frequencies are not 
copasetic with the American Heart Association (AHA) [50] recommendations for ECG 
which state that the lower limit must be 0.05 Hz. Removing any frequencies above this 
will cause distortion in the ST segment as well as QRS complex [51] [44].  
Through shielding and clever design of the hardware, the elimination of power-line 
interference at 60Hz has been implemented to minimize the level of the noise. Methods 
shown in [53] have been developed to increase the actual Common-Mode Rejection 
Ratio (CMRR) by equalization of the cable shielding and the right leg potentials. This 
reduces the influence of stray currents through the body, but the efficiency obtained is 
not sufficient to significantly reduce the interference [52].  Often, a digital filter such as 
a notch filter is necessary to attenuate the coherent artifact [37]. 
Some signals, like human respiration, have frequency components sufficiently below the 
interference frequencies, so that a low-pass filter can isolate the desired components. 
However, unless the interference has low amplitude, the attenuation of the low-pass 
filter maybe insufficient to eliminate the interference, especially when the interference 
frequency is near the cut-off frequency, or when the amplitude of a coherent artifact is 
larger than the stop band attenuation. In such cases, a higher order low-pass filter may 
provide sufficient attenuation or, alternatively, a separate notch filter may be cascaded 
with the low-pass filter. Either solution introduces an additional phase shift or the notch 
filter contributes a “ringing” component in its time response (e.g., an overshoot and 
damped oscillation in its step response) [37]. [54] attempted to reduce, to some extent, 
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the transient response time by using vector projection to find better initial values for IIR 
notch filters. Paper [55] proposed a hardware notch filter with adaptive central 
frequency to follow the power line frequency changes, thus defining a narrower 
bandwidth. Filters with various Q factors have been tried. However, the resulting signal 
distortion cannot be correctly assessed because of the reduced scale of the examples 
provided [55] [52]. 
A  number  of  approaches  have  been  used  to  reduce the motion  artifact  or  
compensate  for motion  artifact  in  the ECG recordings.  Abrasion of the skin at the 
electrode site [57] is the standard method for reducing motion artifact.  [58] and [59] 
proposed refined skin puncture as a method for reducing motion artifact.  Though 
commonly used for reducing motion artifact, skin abrasion or puncture has a number of 
practical drawbacks.  It is hard to tell just how much skin abrasion is required [57]: too 
much abrasion can lead to skin irritation; too little abrasion will not significantly reduce 
the motion artifact. Adequate preparation of all electrode sites in a 12-lead stress 
recording takes considerable time.  Consequently, technicians may skip skin abrasion 
simply because it represents an added complication and increases patient discomfort.  
Over  the course of  longer recordings,  such as Holter’s recordings, skin abrasions  can  
heal,  increasing  the  possibility  of  motion artifact.  
A novel technique for the detection of motion artifact using electrode/skin impedance 
measurements was proposed in [60].  The researchers  injected  a  20  kHz  current  at  
the electrode site and monitored  the resulting 20 kHz voltage to estimate  20  kHz  
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skin/electrode  impedance  at  the  ECG recording  site.  The researchers  assumed  that  
the  impedance  signal would  be  correlated with  the  resulting motion  artifact. They 
used significant impedance variation to indicate the presence of motion artifact.  The 
group also investigated the use of an impedance signal to actually remove motion 
artifact from the original ECG signal by the correlation techniques, but, though they 
were able to reduce motion artifact in some cases, they were not able to reliably 
remove motion artifact [56]. Many digital ECG filtering algorithms have also been 
developed. But as motion artifacts’ bandwidth overlaps with the ECG’s [62], linear 
filtering techniques showed to be inefficacious [63] [61].  
And like Electrode motion artifact, the spectra of muscle (EMG) artifact and ECG signals 
are also overlapped. Hence, simple elimination by using basic filters is also not an 
effective solution [64]. 
In general, there have been many efforts in ECG noise reduction. There are many 
methods that had shown promising results. Still, there are some methods that need 
improvement. Due to the fact that there is no formal method which can separate non-
stationary signals with over-lapped frequencies spectrum, success from implementation 
using the traditional methods cannot be expected. Linear filter approaches are defined 
by fixed frequency spectrum which may result in signal distortion as characteristic of 
ECG vary from patient to patient. There are also preventative methods but they often 
require additional hardware and various setups that are time-consuming and pose 
discomfort for many patients. Even so, interferences are only attenuate in amplitude 
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and are still visible. In order to be successful, any noise removal procedure for 
biomedical signals must be adaptive. That is, it must track the changing signal 
characteristics.  
There are number of adaptive system readily available to choose from. They are Wiener, 
Least mean squares (LMS), Recursive least squares (RLS), Gauss-Newton Algorithm, and 
Linear predictive coding (LPC), etc. However, in this paper, an artificial neural network 
(ANN) is chosen as the proposed technique. Comparing to other algorithms, ANN 
provides better adaptive, learning, and recognizing capability for non-stationary signal. 
As the interference in the cardiac signal often destroys the signal completely, the filter is 
required to perform signal reconstruction from its memory. Therefore, aside from noise 
reduction duty, the filter needs to perform signal recognition and generalization. Based 
on this criterion, ANN seems to be the best candidate.  
Neural networks have demonstrated an effective response for the dynamics systems 
whose behavior is nonlinear [6]. Its internal mechanisms are developed to emulate the 
human brain that is powerful, flexible, and efficient. The characteristics of sigmoid 
function and simple learning algorithms like back-propagation can be incorporated to 
the system that allow neural network to discover solutions automatically through 
supervised learning. Using this simple learning algorithm, neural networks can extract 
the input’s and output’s regularity based on the observation of learning samples. Thus, 
avoiding the dependency for details of the signals studied. However, conventional 
neural networks can process signals only by its finest input resolutions. Hence, better 
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extraction of key component features prior to the processing of neural network can 
reduce the computational burden on neural network and drastically improve output 
results.  
Recently, the subject of wavelet decomposition analysis has attracted much attention 
from both mathematicians and engineers alike. Wavelets have been applied successfully 
to multi-scale analysis and synthesis, time-frequency signal analysis in signal processing, 
function approximation, and approximation in solving partial differential equations, etc 
[16]. Wavelets are well suited to depicted functions with local nonlinearities and fast 
variations because of their intrinsic properties of finite support and self-similarity. The 
introduction of wavelet decomposition provides a new tool for signal analysis. It 
produces a good local representation of the signal in both the time and the frequency 
domains.  
Inspired by both the neural network and wavelet decomposition, Wavelet Neural 
Network (WNN) was introduced in [3]. This has led to rapid development of neural 
network models integrated with wavelets. Most researchers use wavelets as a basis 
function that allows for hierarchical, multi-resolution learning of input-output maps of 
data. The proposed method presented in this paper does not involve such hybrid 
combination. Rather, the wavelet technique is used as a feature extraction, aiding the 
neural network in capturing useful information on the dynamic of complex time series. 
However, for the sake of completeness, a Wavelet Neural Network is also introduced. 
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Similar techniques have been implemented in [65], [66], [67], and [68]. Paper [65] 
utilized the combination of several dynamical recurrent neural networks capturing the 
dynamics of several multi-resolution versions of a data signal in prediction problems. 
Similar to [65], paper [66] also implemented the methods for prediction problems but 
used simple feed-forward neural networks. Paper [67] worked on ECG beat detection 
and classification, while paper [68] worked on noise suppression. Unlike other papers, 
[68] chose to train a neural network with wavelet coefficients as references rather than 
the actual final output. As a result, the authors in [68] also included an inverse wavelet 
transform at the output of neural network for signal reconstruction. 
This paper is organized in 8 chapters. Chapter 2 and 3 laid the groundwork for the 
chapters that follow by providing literature reviews on neural network and wavelet 
decomposition. Chapter 4 introduces the concept of the generalized wavelet neural 
network and its capability in comparison to the conventional neural network. Further 
improvements and variation on the designs and methodologies over the generalized 
wavelet neural network proposed by various researchers are presented and compared 
in chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides a basic understanding of the ECG signal as well as a 
brief introduction to some of the most common noise sources associated with ECG 
signals. Finally, an ECG noise reduction scheme implementing wavelet decomposition 
and neural network together with discussion and possible improvement on future work 
are presented in chapters 7 and 8. 
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Chapter 2: Artificial Neural Network 
 
2.1 About Neural Networks 
 
The work of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) or “neural networks” has been motivated 
by the human cognitive process that the human brain computes in an entirely different 
way from the conventional digital computer. The brain is a highly complex, nonlinear, 
and parallel in computing. It consists of interconnected processing elements called 
“neurons,” whose principal function is the collection, processing, and dissemination of 
electrical signals, that work together to produce appropriate output response. The 
brain’s information-processing capacity is thought to emerge primarily from networks of 
such neurons. For this reason, the model of artificial neural network was created. The 
network has a series of external inputs and outputs which take or supply information to 
the surrounding environment. Figure 2.1 provides the basics structure of biological 
neurons which made up of: 
• Synapses – point of connection between two neurons 
• Dendrite – integration and transfer of incoming signal from synapses 
• Soma – determine action potential, induction and a threshold condition 
• Axon – transmission line carrying output signal (action potential) to the synapses 
of other neurons 
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Figure 2.1 A biological neuron [27] 
 
Inter-neuron connections are called synapses which have associated synaptic weights. 
The weights are used to store knowledge which is acquired from the environment. 
Learning is achieved by adjusting the weights in accordance with a learning algorithm. It 
is also possible for neurons to evolve by modifying their own topology, which is 
motivated by the fact that neurons in the human brain can die and new synapses can 
grow. In its most general form, an artificial neural network is a machine that is designed 
to model the way in which the brain performs a particular task or function of interest. 
 
Dendrite 
Cell Body or Soma 
Nucleus 
Axon 
Axon from another cell 
Synapse 
Synapses 
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2.2 Modeling of a Neuron 
 
Neural networks are composed of nodes/units (see figure 2.2) connected by directed 
links. Each link has a numeric weight   associated with it, which determines the strength 
and sign of the connection.  
Activation function, denoted (. ), defines the output of the neuron in terms of the local 
field . Three common choices of activation functions are: Threshold (step) Function, 
Piecewise-Linear (ramp) Function, and Sigmoid (logistic) Function. Their characteristics 
are shown in figure 2.4. Other type of activation functions include: Identify, Hyperbolic, 
Negative exponential, Softmax, Unit sum, Square root, and Sine Function. See table 2.1 
for the functions’ definition and operational output range [4]. The selection of each 
particular activation function depends highly on application and personal reference. For 
common practice, the hyperbolic is usually a function of choice as it has an advantage of 
being differentiable, which is very significant for the weight-learning algorithm and will 
be described in a later section. Often, the hyperbolic performs better than the logistic 
function because of its symmetry. 
Mathematically the output of the neuron can be described by the following equations: 
  = 	
   −  
 
  =  ∙  −  ℎ  = (, , , … ) = (−1, , , … ) (2.1) 
  = () (2.2) 
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Notice that a bias weight is connected to a fixed input -1. This is because bias weight set 
the actual threshold for the unit, in the sense that the unit is activated when the 
weighted sum of “real” inputs ∑   (i.e., excluding the bias input) exceeds . 
Table 2.1 Example of some activation functions 
Function Definition Range 
Identify  (−∞, +∞) 
Logistic 
11 − $% (0, +1) 
Hyperbolic 
1 − $%1 + $% (−1, +1) 
Negative 
Exponential 
$% (0, +∞) 
Softmax 
%∑ %'  (0, +1) 
Unit Sum 
%∑   (0, +1) 
Square Root √ (0, +1) 
Sine sin () (0, +∞) 
Ramp , −1,  ≤ −1, −1 <  < +1+1,  ≥ +1 0 [−1, +1] 
Step 3 0,  < 0+1,  ≥ 04 [0, +1] 
 
 
Figure 2.2 A simple mathematical model for a nonlinear neuron. 
The unit’s output activation is  = (∑ 5 ), where   is the output of the activation 
function and  is the weight on the link from previous unit. 
∑
Input 
Links 
Input 
Function 
Activation 
Function 
y  
Output 
Links 
θ=0w  
Output 
nw  
2x  
2w  
1w  
nx  
1x  
10 −=x  
φ  
v  
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2.3 Architectures of Neural Networks 
 
There are two main categories of neural network structures: acyclic or feed-forward 
networks and cyclic or recurrent networks. A feed-forward network represents a 
function of its current input; thus, it has no internal state other than the weights 
themselves. A recurrent network, on the other hand, feeds its outputs back into its own 
inputs. This means that the activation levels of the network form a dynamical system 
that may reach a stable state or exhibit oscillations or even chaotic behavior. Moreover, 
the response of the network to a given input depends on its initial state, which may 
depend on previous inputs. Hence, recurrent networks (unlike feed-forward networks) 
can support short-term memory. This makes them more interesting as models of the 
brain, but also more difficult to understand. For this paper, the focus and 
implementation will be entirely concentrated on feed-forward networks. Figure 2.3 
displays the simple form of a feed-forward network which has two input units, two 
hidden units, and an output unit. Note that the bias terms are omitted for the sake of 
simplicity. The subscript of 1 and 3 for ,6  identifies the weight connection between 
unit 1 or input node 1 and hidden unit 3. 
 
  
Figure 2.3 A very simple neural network with two inputs, one hidden layer of two nodes 
or units, and one output. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5,3w  
4,1w  
3,1w  
5,4w  
4,2w  
3,2w  
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(a) Threshold (Step) Function 
 
(b) Piecewise-Linear (Ramp) Function 
 
(c) Sigmoid (Logistic) Function 
 
Figure 2.4 Example of activation functions: 
(a) The threshold activation function, which outputs 1 when the input is positive and 0 
otherwise. (b) The piecewise-linear function defines the amplification factor inside the 
linear region to be unity. (c) The sigmoid function: /(89:;). 
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Given an input vector  = (, ) , the activation of the input units are set to 
( ,  ) = (, )  and the network computes: 
 < = (6,< 6 + =,< =)  
 = (6,<>,6  + ,6 ? + =,<(,= + ,= ))  (2.3) 
 
where   is output of node 1, and   is output of node 2, etc. Equation (2.3) is re-
written by expressing the output of each hidden unit as a function of its inputs. The 
equation above has shown that output of the network as a whole,  <, is a function of 
the network’s inputs. Furthermore, the weights in the network act as parameters of this 
function. By adjusting the weights, this affects the function that the network represents. 
This is how learning occurs in the neural networks. 
 
2.4 Back Propagation 
 
Back propagation is a supervised learning technique used for training artificial neural 
networks. In the training process of the neural network, the network learns a 
predefined set of input-output example pairs. After the output   at the output layer is 
generated from the input  applied to the input layer, the output pattern is then 
compared to the desired output, and error signal is computed for each output unit. 
Error signals are then transmitted backward from the output layer to each node in the 
intermediate layer that contributes directly to the output. However, each unit in the 
intermediate layer receives only a portion of the total error signal, based roughly on the 
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relation contribution the unit made to the original output. This process repeats, layer by 
layer, until each node in the network has received an error signal that describes its 
relative contribution to the total error. Based on the error signal received, connection 
weights are then updated by each unit to cause the network to converge toward a state 
that allows all the training patterns to be encoded. With enough training iterations, 
which may vary from application to application, the weights of the network will adjust 
to inhabit the feature that they are trained to recognize. 
2.4.1 Weight Adjustment for Output Layer 
 
The idea behind the algorithm is to adjust the weight of the network to minimize some 
measure of the error in the training set. The “classical” measure of error is the sum of 
squared errors. The error at a single output unit is defined to be @ = ( A −  B), where 
the desired output is  A and the actual output is  B. The squared error for a single 
training example is written as: 
 C = 12 @ 
 
(2.4) 
 
Using gradient descent to reduce the squared error by calculating the partial derivative 
of C with respect to each weight: 
kw
E
∂
∂
 
kw∂
∂
×=
ε
ε  
 
 








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

−−
∂
∂
×= ∑
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n
k
kkd
k
xwy
w 0
θφε  
 
kxv ×′×−= )(φε                      (2.5) 
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where E(. ) is the derivative of the activation function. For the hyperbolic function 
chosen to be implemented at the end of this chapter, this derivative is found to 
be: E(. ) = FG(1 − ). In the gradient descent algorithm, where the error is reduced, 
the weight is updated as follows: 
 
kkk xvwtw ×′××+=+ )()1( φεη                         (2.6) 
 
where η  is the learning rate. It can be thought of as step size. Keep in mind that while a 
large H enables the network to move toward the optimal state quicker, it also may not 
be able to converge due to the problem of over-stepping. Hence, choosing the right H 
determines how well the network can learn. Intuitively, equation (2.6) makes a lot of 
sense. If the error )( kd yy −=ε  is positive, then the network output is too small and so 
the weight are increased for the positive inputs and decreased for the negative inputs. 
The opposite happens when the error is negative. 
2.4.1 Weight Adjustment for Hidden Layers 
 
Weight adjustment of the hidden layer is different from that of the output layer. This is 
because output layer error is found by comparing the actually output ky  with desired 
output dy . However, there is no method to determine the desired or correct output for 
each hidden unit. Intuitively, the total error,ε , must somehow be related to the output 
values on the hidden layer. Hence, the equation for back-propagation shall be derived 
from the output error, summing over the nodes at the output layer. 
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This time, the calculation of C is done with respect to the hidden layer weights ,I. 
Refer to figure 2.5 for variables’ name and their subscripts. To obtain the gradient with 
respect to the weights ,I connecting the input layer to the hidden layer, the entire 
summation over k  must be kept because each output value ky may be affected by 
changes in jiw , .  
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Figure 2.5 A multilayer neural network 
where x  is indicated as the input value and y is the output with w  as weights. Subscript 
i, j, and k represent layers of the network. 
 
From the derivation of the equation 2.8, the weight update equation for the hidden 
layer can be expressed as: 
 
jijiji ywtw δη+=+ ,, )1(         (2.9) 
 
where ∑′=
k
kjkjj wv ,)( δφδ , ( )21
2
1
(.) φφ −=′ , and η  is, again, learning rate. 
2.4.1 Training Procedure 
 
The following summarize the training procedure for neural networks: 
1. Apply input vector to the input units. 
2. Calculate the net-input values to the hidden layer units. 
3. Calculate the output from the hidden layer. 
4. Move to the output layer. Calculate the net-input values to each unit. 
 
ii yx =  jiw ,  jj yx →  kjw ,  kk yx →
Input units Hidden units Output unit 
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5. Calculate the output. 
6. Calculate the error terms from the output units. 
7. Calculate the error terms for the hidden units. Note that the error terms on the 
hidden units are calculated before the connection weights to the output-layer 
units have been updated. 
8. Update weights on the output layer. 
9. Update weights on the hidden layer. The order of the weight updates on an 
individual layer is not important. One must be sure to calculate the error term.  
The error quantity is the measure of how well the network is learning. When the error is 
acceptably small, training can be discontinued. 
 
2.5 Simulations and Result 
 
In this section, a neural network will be demonstrated in an application of system 
modeling. The network is trained to model the unknown plant of the form:  
 ).5sin(1.0)3sin(3.0)sin(6.0)( uuuuf πππ ++=    (2.10) 
 
The plant is governed by the difference equation: 
 )]([)1(6.0)(3.0)1( kufkykyky ppp +−+=+    (2.11) 
 
In order to identify the plant, (.)f is replaced by the neural network: 
 )]([)1(6.0)(3.0)1(ˆ kukykyky ppp +−+=+    (2.12) 
 
And the input to the plant and the model is a sinusoid function: 
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The target system to be identified is clearly non-linear and was used and studied in [6] 
on the convergence of neural network. The system is known as series-parallel model [6]. 
The simulation was conducted under different training iterations as well as different 
learning rates η . Figure 2.6 displays the output of the unknown plant, where the neural 
network is to be trained to be modeled after. Figure 2.7 shows the response of the 
neural network after 200 times training iterations with H = 0.25 and the class is K,L,M,. 
Here, the model seems to follow the basic characteristic but failed to match up at the 
higher frequencies. The reason could be because the network required higher training. 
Hence, the training iteration of 1,000 is deployed using the same setup as before. Figure 
2.8 shows the result that higher training iterations provide slightly better matching to 
the plant but still fail to match on the high frequency parts. Nevertheless, the output of 
the difference equation comparing the plant and the neural network model is very close. 
In figure 2.9, the training iteration is increased to 2,000 in hope that the output will 
provide even better match to the plant.  
Figure 2.9(a) displays an unexpected result. Despite the fact that the training iteration 
number is double that of the one in figure 2.8(a), the output response is almost identical 
between the two. The reason for this could be that during the learning process, the 
neural network might have fell or trapped at the local minima before reaching the most 
optimal global solution. Typically, this problem can be overcome by providing higher 
learning rate. In the next experiment, the learning rate is increased from H =
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 0.25 to H = 0.5. Increasing the learning rate may help to avoid settling into a local 
minimum. Higher learning rates allow the network to potentially skip through local 
minima. Conversely, setting the learning rate too high may result in training which is 
highly unstable and thus may not achieve even a local minimum.  
Figure 2.10 is the result of the neural network deployed with 2,000 training iterations 
with H = 0.5 and belonging to the class K,L,M,. The output of the neural network model 
and the plant matches well with one another for the most part. The problem occurred 
with figure 2.8(a) was indeed caused by the learning rate that is too low.  
 
2.6 Conclusion  
 
Neural networks introduced in this chapter can be used for black-box identification of 
general non-linear systems; their ability is demonstrated. With the right setting 
parameters, the network is able to successfully model a given plant. Aside from its 
simple structure and easy to implement, a neural network does not require a prior 
mathematical model. Its learning algorithm is used to adjust, sequentially by trial and 
error during the learning phase, the synaptic-weight of the neurons to minimize the 
error at the output. Despite all these, neural network also has some limitation. 
The issue of “cure of dimensionality” continues to be the main issue in neural networks 
research. Higher dimensional problem means that neural networks need to increase the 
number of its neurons. Additionally, there is also a problem concerning the relationship 
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between data and network’s size. Currently, there has not been a formal method in 
determining network’s size in relationship with its data. The Akaike’s final prediction 
error criterion [29] can be used to determine a simple structure such as a single hidden 
layer network but cannot provide approximation for multiple hidden layer structures. 
The most common way of finding a “good” network size is simply by testing it out. This 
is also hold truth for the learning rate. 
Nevertheless, neural networks provide a simple and easy way to model a plant through 
the observation of input-output relationships which is a big advantage over other 
methods that require additional mathematical information and long series expansions.  
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Figure 2.6 Reading output of the unknown plant 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Output response of neural network after 200 training iterations of class N(1-8-
6-1) with learning rate = 0.25 
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(a) Output comparison between the plant (dashed blue) and neural network (solid 
green). 
 
(b) Output comparison from the difference equation governing plant (dashed blue) and 
neural network (solid green).  
 
Figure 2.8 Output response of neural network after 1,000 training iterations of class N(1-
8-6-1) with learning rate = 0.25 comparing with the plant 
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(a) Output comparison between the plant (dashed blue) and neural network (solid 
green). 
 
(b) Output comparison from the difference equation governing plant (dashed blue) and 
neural network (solid green).  
 
Figure 2.9 Output response of neural network after 2,000 training iterations of class N(1-
8-6-1) with learning rate = 0.25 comparing with the plant 
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(a) Output comparison between the plant (dashed blue) and neural network (solid 
green). 
 
(b) Output comparison from the difference equation governing plant (dashed blue) and 
neural network (solid green).  
 
Figure 2.10 Output response of neural network after 2,000 training iterations of class 
N(1-8-6-1) with learning rate = 0.5 comparing with the plant 
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Chapter 3: Introduction to Wavelet 
 
The wavelet transform is a mathematical concept developed to convert a function or 
signal into another form which either makes certain features of the original signal more 
clear to study or be identified. It is well known from Fourier analysis which expresses a 
signal as the sum of series of sines and consines. The big difference between the Fourier 
and the wavelet transform is that Fourier expansion has only frequency and no time 
resolution. The wavelet transform provides a way to represent signal in both time and 
frequency. 
 
3.1 Wavelet  
 
Wavelet, literally, means “small wave.” Wavelet is a wave that grows and decays in a 
finite time interval. For a wave to be classified as a wavelet, all of the following 
properties must be met [16]:  
Let function N(O) represents a wave signal: 
1. A wavelet must have finite energy:  
 C = P |N(O)|RO < ∞S$S  (3.1) 
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Note that if N(O) is a complex function, the magnitude must be found using both 
real and complex parts. 
2. If NT(U) is the Fourier transform of N(O), i.e.  
 
 NT(U) = P N(O)$(VW)XROS$S  (3.2) 
 
then the following condition must hold: 
 
 YZ = P |Z[ (W)|GWS5 RU < ∞ (3.3) 
 
The constant YZ is known as the admissibility constant and depends on wavelets. 
 
3. Lastly, for complex wavelets, the Fourier transform must both be real and vanish 
for negative frequencies. 
 |NT(U)|\W]5 = 0 (3.4) 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Examples of some of the common wavelet: 
(a) Haar wavelet. (b) Mexican hat wavelet. (c) Morlet wavelet. (d) Daubechies 
wavelet D4 [28]. 
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3.2 Wavelet Transform  
 
In the operation of a wavelet transform, various wavelets are generated from a single 
basic wavelet N(O), also known as mother wavelet. This is done by introducing the scale 
factor (or dilation), ^, and the translation factor (or shift), _. The shifted and dilated 
versions of the mother wavelet are denoted by N(X$`a ) or simply Na,`(O). 
 Na,`(O) = √aN bX$`a c (3.5) 
 
Utilizing the equation form above, a signal (O) can be transformed. The wavelet 
transform of a signal with respect to the wavelet function can be written as: 
 d(^, _) = √a P (O)S$S N∗(X$`a )RO (3.6) 
 
The asterisk indicates that the complex conjugate of the wavelet function is used in the 
transform. The wavelet transform can be thought of as the cross-correlation of a signal 
with a set of wavelets of various “widths.”  
 
3.3 Inverse Wavelet Transform 
 
The inverse transformation of wavelet is defined as: 
 (O) = fg P P d(^, _)Na,`(O)AaA`aGS5S$S  (3.7) 
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From the inspection, the wavelet inversion is performed over the integration of both 
scales, ^, and location, _. If the integration of ^ is to be limited to certain range, say, 
from some number ^5 to ∞ rather than 0 to ∞, a basic low-pass filter can be made. The 
high frequency components are often noises and can be removed from the 
reconstructed signal by this method.   
 
3.4 Discrete Wavelet Transform 
 
Recall that in a continuous wavelet transform, the process involves correlation between 
input signal and a wavelet at different scales and translation. In implementing the 
discrete wavelet transform, a continuous time signal is sampled to form a discrete time 
signal. This includes the values of scale and translation of wavelet function as well. The 
discrete form of wavelet hence becomes: 
 Nh,(O) = iajkN bX$ajk`jajk c (3.8) 
 
where the integers l and m control the wavelet scale and translation. Note that the 
discrete wavelets are not time-discrete, only the translation and scale step are discrete. 
A parameter ^5 is a fixed scaling step and must be greater than one while  _5 is the 
location parameter which must be greater than zero. The common choice for 
parameters ^5and _5are: 2 and 1, respectively. These parameters are also used in the 
implementation presented at the end of this chapter. Discrete scale and translation 
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wavelets are commonly chosen to be orthonormal. These wavelets are both orthogonal 
to each other and normalized to have unit energy.  
 P Nh,(O)Nhn,n(O)RO = 1, oU l = lEpmR m = m′0, rOℎo^                    S$S  (3.9) 
 
This means that the information stored in a wavelet coefficient  dh, is not repeated 
elsewhere, and allows for the complete regeneration of the original signal without 
redundancy. Using discrete wavelet representation, the wavelet transform of a signal 
(O) can be written as: 
 dh, = iajk P (O)S$S N bX$ajk`jajk c RO (3.10) 
 
where dh, are the discrete wavelet transform values given on a scale-location grid of 
index l, m. In similar fashion, the reconstruction formula is: 
 (O) = 
 
 dh,Nh,(O)S$S
S
h$S  (3.11) 
 
 
3.5 Scaling Function 
 
The third property of wavelet provided that Fourier transform must be both real and 
vanish at zero and negative frequencies. In a sense, the wavelet has a band-pass like 
spectrum. From Fourier’s theory, one finds that compression in time is equivalent to 
stretching the spectrum and shifting it upwards: 
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 st(pO)u = |v|w bVWv c (3.12) 
 
Hence, if a time compression of the wavelet has a factor of 2, this will also stretch the 
frequency spectrum of the wavelet by a factor of 2 and shift all frequency components 
up by a factor of 2. The wavelet spectrum resulting from scaling of the mother wavelet 
is shown in figure 3.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Wavelet spectrum resulting from scaling of mother wavelet. 
 
As demonstrated in figure 3.2, wavelet and its scaled version can be thought of as series 
of band-pass filters. However, due to the fact that the wavelet is stretched in the time 
domain with a factor of 2, its bandwidth will always be halved. This is problematic 
because in order to cover all the spectrums, there needs to be infinite number of 
wavelets. The easiest way to solve this problem is simply not to cover the spectrum all 
the way down to zero. See figure 3.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Using scaling spectrum to replace infinite set of wavelet spectrum at the lower 
frequency. 
U N N N6 N= 
U N N N6 N= 
Scaling spectrum Wavelet spectrum 
Lx =x x x 
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The remaining spectrum is called scaling spectrum. The advantage of this is that infinite 
numbers of wavelets are no longer required. On the other hand, looking from the 
wavelet analysis point of view, information contained within the scaling spectrum will 
not get transformed. Hence, possible valuable information contained within the scaling 
spectrum cannot be fully analyzed.  Therefore, prior knowledge regarding the frequency 
scale is important in determining how many decomposing levels are needed for efficient 
analysis of a given signal. 
 
3.6 Sub-band Coding and Multi-Resolution 
 
If the wavelet transform is regarded as a series of filters, then wavelet transform of a 
signal is simply the signal passing through series of filters. This type of signal analysis is 
called sub-band coding, much similar to figure 3.3. In wavelet transformation, the signal 
is usually split into two equal parts: low frequency and high frequency. The high 
frequency part is referred to as wavelet filter and low frequency part is referred to as a 
scaling filter. Wavelet filters contain the information of interest. However, the scaling 
filter contains some additional detail which can be split again. The process of splitting 
the spectrum is shown in figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.4 Splitting of signal via high-pass filter (HPF) and low-pass filter (LPF) according 
to figure 3.3. 
 
 
3.7 Noise Reduction via Thresholding Method 
 
In this section, a simple technique of wavelet transform for noise reduction applications 
will be demonstrated. In performing noise reduction, the method of thresholding is 
chosen due to its straight forward procedure and simplicity. The thresholding parameter 
is calculated using the Universal Threshold [11]: 
 y = i2zln (K) (3.13) 
 
where K is length of input signal. Variable z is a variance and can be calculated using 
Median Absolute Deviation or MAD, defined by 
 z|}~ = lRopm(|w − w|) (3.14) 
 
where w is the median of the data and |w| is the absolute value of w. Unlike other 
methods, the MAD-deviation can be used to estimate the scale parameter of 
Signal 
LPF HPF 
LPF HPF pO ^Ol N 
pO ^Ol N Scaling spectrum 
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distributions of which the variance and standard deviation do not exist. Even when 
working with distributions for which the variance exists, the MAD has advantages over 
standard deviation. For instance, the MAD is more resilient to outliers in a data set. In 
the standard deviation, the distances from the mean are squared. On average, large 
deviations are weighted more heavily. In MAD, the magnitude of the distance of a small 
number of outliers is irrelevant [12]. Following this approach, level-dependent 
thresholds can be estimated from the wavelet coefficient. At a different level, the MAD-
standard deviation is calculated as the median absolute deviation divided by 
Φ$ b6=c ≈ 0.6745 
or third quartile of normal distribution. In the thresholding method, the coefficients are 
compared with a threshold y. If the coefficient exceeds y, its value is left unchanged and 
zero otherwise: 
 NX9aA =  0, oU |N| ≤ yN , ^  (3.15) 
 
 
3.8 Decomposition and Reconstruction 
 
As mentioned earlier, the step parameters of the wavelets are chosen as following: ^5=2 
and _5=1. And the wavelet implementation used here is Daubechies wavelets. The 
coefficients for Daubechies wavelet up to D16 are listed in table 1. The order of 
Daubechies wavelets relates to its minimum support length of the signal K − 1. For 
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instance, the D2 (Haar) wavelet has a support length of 1, the D4 wavelet has support 
length of 3, and the D6 a support length of 5 and so on.  
Figure 3.5 provides some example of frequency spectrum of different order of 
Daubechies wavelets. Their characteristic is that of the low-pass filter. As described in 
earlier section, these are called scaling functions: the higher the order the better the 
response of the model. However, the higher order will also limit the number of 
resolution because order of Daubechies wavelets determines the minimum support 
length of the signal. Hence there is a trade-off between order and resolution. Depending 
on the application, Daubechies wavelet order should be chosen according to the needs.  
Table 3.1 Daubechies Wavelet coefficients D2 to D16 [3] 
D2 
(Haar) 
D4 D6 D8 D10 D12 D14 D16 
1 0.683013 0.470467 0.325803 0.226419 0.157742 0.110099 0.076956 
1 1.183013 1.141117 1.010946 0.853944 0.699504 0.560791 0.442467 
 0.316987 0.650365 0.892201 1.024327 1.062264 1.031148 0.955486 
 -0.18301 -0.19093 -0.03958 0.195767 0.445831 0.664372 0.827817 
  -0.12083 -0.26451 -0.34266 -0.31999 -0.20351 -0.02239 
  0.049818 0.043616 -0.0456 -0.18352 -0.31684 -0.40166 
   0.046504 0.109703 0.137888 0.100847 6.68E-04 
   -0.01499 -0.00883 0.038923 0.114003 0.182076 
    -0.01779 -0.04466 -0.05378 -0.02456 
    4.72E-03 7.83E-04 -0.02344 -0.06235 
     6.76E-03 0.01775 0.019772 
     -1.52E-03 6.08E-04 0.012369 
      -2.55E-03 -6.89E-03 
      5.00E-04 -5.54E-04 
       9.55E-04 
       -1.66E-04 
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Figure 3.5 Example of Daubechies’s frequency spectrum of D4, D8 and D20. 
 
In figure 3.4, transformation structure provides that the signal needs to go through 
series of high-pass and low-pass filter to obtain scaling and wavelet coefficients of the 
signal. Low-pass filter can be obtained directly from Daubechies wavelets coefficient. As 
for the high-pass filter, the coefficient is multiply by (−1)B to acquire the response of 
high-pass filter. In other words, the sign is simply changed for every odd or even of the 
Daubechies wavelets coefficient. In this case, the scaling coefficients are computed 
using: 
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 h8, = √ 
 k,G:Fj  (3.16) 
 
Similarly for wavelet coefficient 
 h8, = √ 
 k,G:Fj  (3.17) 
 
where B = (−1)B$$B. The sub-scripts and integers are defined as the following: 
l – resolution level 
m – coefficient index 
 – signal index 
KB – total length of signal which vary from level to level 
As for the reconstruction, the procedure is simply reverse by tracing the process in 
figure 3.4 from bottom to top: 
 h$, = √ 
 :Gk,8 √ 
 :Gk,  (3.18) 
 
Note that 5 is simply the original input signal. Figure 3.6 provides a schematic for 
forward DWT. The sub-sample symbol         means take every second value of the 
filtered signal. In continuous wavelet transform, the process of sub-sampling translates 
to scaling the wavelet with factor of 2, (^5=2) as described in prior section. To produce 
wavelet coefficients, the filtered signals are convolved with the high-pass filter (. ) then 
sub-sampled by 2. Similarly, scaling coefficients are convolved with low-pass filter (. ) 
then sub-sampled in the same way as wavelet coefficients. When complete, the wavelet 
2
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coefficients are kept and the scaling coefficients are again passed through the low-pass 
and high-pass filters that give the components of the next transformation level. The 
process is repeated over all the scales to give the full decomposition of the signal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Schematic of signal filtering of the forward transform to produce wavelet and 
scaling coefficient with resolution of 3 levels. 
 
To reverse the process, the wavelet and scaling coefficients at the deepest level are first 
up-sampled, represents by symbol       . The up-sample process means that zeros are 
inserted between the filtered signals. Like the forward transform, the wavelet and 
scaling coefficients are processed through the high-pass filter and low-pass filter, 
respectively. This time, however, the filter coefficients are reversed in order. By doing so, 
the process maintain the condition of perfect reconstruction of the original sequence, 
undoing any condition caused by the forward process. In a sense, forward and reverse 
transform are identical to each other except for time reversal. This process repeats until 
the original length of the signal is recovered. The schematic diagram is shown in figure 
3.7 below. 
 
() 2 
() 2 
( + 1) 
( + 1) 
( + 2) 
( + 2) 
2 
2 
2 
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,F ,G  6,  
6, 
5,  
2 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram of the filtering of signal reconstruction from wavelet and 
scaling coefficients with resolution of 3 levels. 
 
 
3.9 Implementation 
 
Wavelet transformation can be used for noise reduction. In the following simulation, it 
is applied to: 
 w(O) = sin(O) + mro^      ℎ O =   0: 0.01: 10.23                       mro^ = 0.2 pmRm(1024)         (3.19) 
 
Daubechies D16 wavelet with resolution of 3 decomposition levels is chosen. The result 
from the implementation is shown in figure 3.8 and 3.9. In figure 3.8, the upper plot is 
the original input with 20% random noise added to the signal. After the first level 
transformation, wavelet coefficients are plotted in figure (3.8b). Second level 
coefficients are in figure (3.8c), and third are plotted in figure (3.8d). The scaling 
coefficients are shown in figure (3.8f). Finally, the reconstruction of the signal is shown 
in figure (3.8e). Note that noise reduction is not implemented. The result here is to 
simply to provide analysis of each frequency component level.   
() 
() 
( + 1) 
( + 1) 
( + 2) 
( + 2) 
,F ,G  6,  
6, 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5,  
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The lower level component of the transformation contains a higher frequency spectrum 
than the rest. As additional levels are added, the lower frequency spectrum is cut down 
by half leaving the wavelet coefficients behind and the scaling coefficients to be 
repeated with the same process. As a result, the lowest frequency component will 
always be found at the scaling spectrum.  
The result from the observation found in figure 3.8 provides vital information to 
perform the thresholding method. The separation between noise and the target 
frequency is sufficient with three level transformations. Here, noise reduction via 
thresholding is applied at every resolution level. The result is shown in figure 3.9. After 
the thresholding, most of the noise has now been removed and the signal has a much 
smoother curve. Note that in figure 3.8, for every level, the signal’s length is being cut in 
half. This resulted from the down-sampling process. For reconstruction, the up-sampling 
lengthens the signal by multiple of two.  
Complete software listing can be found in the appendix.  
 
3.10 Conclusion 
 
Wavelet transform is a well known method of decomposing signals. In this chapter, its 
basic concept is introduced. Its application of noise reduction via universal thresholding 
is also demonstrated. The key idea of this algorithm consists of signal decomposition 
into multi-band of frequencies. The calculated threshold constants will be applied for 
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each level. If the compared signal is equal or below that of the threshold, that signal will 
be removed (by setting to zero). The result from the implementation provides a 
satisfactory efficiency of wavelet in signal de-noising application.  
The aim of this chapter is to provide a ground work for chapters that follow which 
involves the concept from previous chapter: neural network, and wavelet. During the 
past decade, application of both neural networks and wavelets in the fields of 
mathematics and engineering has grown rapidly. One interesting application is to 
combine both of these concepts by deploying wavelet as the activation functions in 
neural network. In the next chapter, this concept will be talked about in more detail. 
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Figure 3.8 DWT using Daubechies wavelet with three levels transformation and 1024 
sampling points. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9 The upper plot is the input signal with added-noise. The lower plot is the 
thresholding signal estimation using Daubechies D16 wavelet transform with three level 
resolutions. 
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Chapter 4: Wavelet Neural Network 
 
The Wavelet Neural Network (WNN) belongs to a new class of neural networks with 
unique capabilities in a nonlinear time series analysis. Wavelets are a class of basis 
functions with oscillations of effectively finite-duration that makes them look like “little 
waves.” The multiple resolution nature of wavelets offer a natural framework for the 
analysis of physical signals. On the other hand, artificial neural networks constitute a 
powerful class of nonlinear function approximates for model-free estimation. 
The concept of Wavelet Neural Network was inspired by both the technologies of 
wavelet decomposition and neural networks. In standard neural networks, the non-
linearity is approximated by superposition of sigmoid functions. While in WNN, the 
nonlinearities are approximated by superposition of a series of wavelet functions. Due 
to this similarity between the two, combining Wavelet and Neural Network are an 
attractive idea.  
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4.1 Architectures of WNN 
 
Basic WNN inherits most of it structural design from Neural Networks that consist of a 
feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer. An ordinary neuron model (shown 
in figure 4.1) is characterized by weighted sum of input and an activation function . 
The sum of the weighted-inputs, through the activation function, provides an output of 
a neuron. In the WNN, the activation functions are drawn from an orthonormal wavelet 
family  N which is characterized by scale ^ and translation _ (see figure 4.2(b)). The 
wavelet neuron is also known as wavelon. Hence, the output of a simple single-input-
single-output WNN in figure 4.2(a) can be described by the following equation: 
 () = 
>Ψ ()? + ¡ 
 
 
(4.1) 
where the additional (and redundant) parameter ¡ or bias is introduced to help dealing 
with nonzero mean functions on finite domains. Note that the output node can either 
be modeled as another wavelet neuron or simply just a summation. For the purpose of 
this paper, the summation method will be chosen. The training parameters include the 
weights  , scales ^ , and translations  _  variables. Thus, in addition to connection 
weights, the optimization of both scales and translations are also needed. The structure 
of the network for the n-dimensional input space is shown in figure 4.3. In this case, the 
multivariate wavelet basis function can be calculated by the tensor product of n single 
wavelet basis function as follows: 
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 Ψ() = ¢ N()  
 
 
(4.2) 
Hence, in standard form of WNN, the output is given by 
 () = 
>Ψ ()? + ¡ = 
 	|^̃|$FGN ¤ − _̃^̃ ¥ + ¡

  
 
 
(4.3) 
where: 
  = (, , … , )  
 _̃ = (_,, _,, … _,)  
 ^̃ = (^,, ^,, … ^,)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 A conventional neuron model with activation function 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 (a) ANN using wavelets as the activation function. (b) Single neuron modeling 
wavelet. 
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Figure 4.3  Basic wavelet neural network structure. 
 
 
4.2 Learning Algorithm 
 
Denote   as the vector collecting all the parameters of the network in equation (4.3) 
and denote the output as §(). The learning algorithm should minimize the following 
criterion: 
 >? = 12 Ct[§() −  ]u 
 
 
(4.4) 
A gradient algorithm is implemented to recursively minimize the criterion (4.4) using 
input-output observations. This algorithm modifies the vector    after each 
measurement (B,  B) in the opposite direction of the gradient of [3]: 
 >, B,  B? = 12 [§(B −  B)] 
 
 
(4.5) 
 
Σ 
Ψ 
Ψ 
Ψ 
 
 
 
¡ 
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4.2.1 Calculating Gradient 
 
Gradient of the equation (4.5) is taken with regard to each component of the parameter 
vector . For convenience, the following notations will be used: 
 ψE() = AA%ψ()  
 B = §() −  B  
 ©̃ = B − _̃^̃  
 
 
 
The partial derivatives of the function >, B,  B? with respect to ¡, , _̃, and ^̃ are 
calculated as follow: 
RR¡ = RR¡ ¤12 [§(B) −  B]¥  
 = §(B) −  B  
 = B (4.6) 
 RR = RR ¤12 [§(B) −  B]¥  
 = (§(B) −  B)§E (B)  
 = (§(B) −  B) RR ¤
 Ψ(©̃) + ¡ ¥  
 = (§(B) −  B)ΨE(©̃)  
 = BΨE(©̃) or BNE(©̃) (4.7) 
 RR_̃ = RR_̃ ¤12 [§(B) −  B]¥  
 = (§(B) −  B)§E (B)  
 = (§(B) −  B) RR_̃ ¤
 Ψ(©̃) + ¡ ¥  
 = (§(B) −  B)ΨE(©̃)  
 = (§(B) −  B) RR_̃ 	|^̃|$FGN ¤ − _̃^̃ ¥  
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 = (§(B) −  B)(−1) ¤1̃^¥ NE(©̃)  
 = −B ¤1̃^¥ NE(©̃) (4.8) 
 RR^̃ = RR^̃ ¤12 [§(B) −  B]¥  
 = (§(B) −  B)§E (B)  
 = (§(B) −  B) RR^̃ ¤
 Ψ(©̃) + ¡ ¥  
 = (§(B) −  B)ΨE(©̃)  
 = (§(B) −  B) RR^̃ 	|^̃|$FGN ¤ − _̃^̃ ¥  
 = (§(B) −  B)(−1) ª 1̃^« (B − _̃)NE(©̃)  
 = −B ª 1̃^« (B − _̃)NE(©̃) (4.9) 
 
4.2.1 Parameters Initialization  
 
Wavelet Neural Network parameters initialization is done according to [3]. For the sake 
of simplicity, the one dimensional case will be considered. Assume  U() is a function to 
be approximated over the range ¬ = [p, ]. The output of wavelet neural network can 
be written as: 
 () = 
 	N ¤ − _^ ¥ + ¡

  
 
 
(4.10) 
The initialization of this network includes the initialization of parameters ¡, , _, and 
^ for o = 1,2 … K. The estimation of the mean of function U() is used to initialize ¡. 
Variables  ’s are set to a random number or just simply set to zero. A method to 
initialize _’s, and ^’s also needs to be determined.  
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To initialize O and ^, select a point   between  p and : p <  < .  
 = P ­()Rv  
and 
­() = ®(%)¯ ®(%)A%°± , where ²() = ³AW(%)A% ³ 
 
which must be estimated from noisy input/output observations  t, U()u . The 
calculation  O and ^, then 
O = , ^ = ´( − p) 
A constant ´ is usually chosen to be 0.5. Now the interval [a, b] is divided into two sub-
intervals. The process keeps repeating itself recursively on each sub-interval. As for the 
multidimensional case, ¡, and ’s are handled the same way. To initialize  Õ and ^̃, 
the procedures are handled separately for different coordinates.  
 
4.3 Implementation 
 
A Wavelet Neural Network model is implemented to simulate function approximation.  
A wavelet function chosen for this experiment is Gaussian-derivative wavelet family: 
 N() = −$FG;G (4.11) 
 
The target function to be approximate is defined by piecewise function: 
U() = µ−2.186 − 12.864,                        − 10 ≤  < −24.246,                                                    − 2 ≤  < 010$5.5<%$5.< sin>(0.03 + 0.7)? ,      0 ≤  ≤ 10 
 
(4.12) 
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over the domain ¬ = [−10, 10] uniformly sampled set of 201 points. Class WNN1,7,1 is 
trained for 10,000 iterations. The result is shown in figure 4.4. The original function is 
displayed in green while the approximated WNN is shown in blue.  In this case, the 
experimental learning rate is 0.02. A piecewise function equation (4.12) is widely 
studied by many researchers in the field of neural networks [3][35][36]. This function is 
continuous and analyzable. However, traditional analytical tools become inefficient and 
often fail due to two reasons, namely, the wide-band information hidden at the turning 
points and the coexistence of linearity and nonlinearity [36]. 
 
Figure 4.4 Wavelet Neural Network with 7 wavelons trained for 10,000 learning 
iterations 
 
A Wavelet Neural Network is also simulated to approximate a two-variable function. For 
this experiment, the selected wavelet is: 
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 N() = $FG(;FG;GG) 
 
(4.13) 
The target function is defined by: 
 U() = ( − )sin () 
 
(4.14) 
 
The original function is shown in figure 4.5 and the resulting approximation is shown in 
figure 4.6. The model for this structure is WNN2,49,1 and is trained for 40,000 iterations. 
The number of iteration was determined based numerous trial runs. 
 
Figure 4.5 The original 3-D function to be approximated by WNN. 
 
U() 
 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Figure 4.6 An approximated function by WNN after 40,000 iterations. 
 
In addition to the previous results, the experiment is also performed on a function 
previously shown in chapter 2 (eq. 2.10 with eq. 2.13 as input function). The main 
purpose of this is to compare the performance of Wavelet Network and Neural 
Networks. Application for noise reduction is also considered.  
In the first test, both Wavelet Network and Neural Network are constrained to have the 
same number or nearly the same parameters. This is to ensure that one network does 
U·() 
  
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not have more “memory” over the other. In general, the size of the neural network 
usually correlates to its capacity to learn and perform tasks. Larger networks have 
higher numbers of parameters that translate to more “memory”. Hence, by keeping the 
number of the parameter of the two networks to be the same helps to ensure that the 
comparison is made between design and structure and not between the amounts of 
memory. The parameters’ numbers are determined by a number of adjustable 
parameters consisting of weights, translations, dilations, and biases. Furthermore, both 
Neural Networks and Wavelet Neural Networks are given no more than 2,000 learning 
iterations. From numerous trial runs, this is the near-maximum number of iteration in 
which the results would not provide further significant improvement if more iteration is 
given for these particular networks. However, to accommodate for differences in their 
structural designs, two types of networks are executed at their own suitable learning 
rate determined from several experimental runs. All the measurements and numerical 
results are displayed in table 4.1 and figure 4.7-8 provide the graphical comparison. In 
these figures, the solid green line indicates the original function where the network is 
trained to learn while the dashed blue line is the networks’ approximation. The results 
in table 4.1 are the typical average measurement from several runs. 
Note that the comparison is also made over the multi-layer neural network as well. 
Because unlike the wavelet neural networks, which consist of only a single hidden layer, 
neural network’s structure can expand to multiple layers, adding more complexity to the 
model while limited with the same number of parameters. The results are shown in 
figures 4.9-11.  
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Table 4.1 WNN and ANN parameters for system modeling 
Method Learning 
Rate 
Hidden 
Layer 
Number of 
Units 
Number of 
Parameters 
MSE 
Neural 
Network 
0.25 1 1-7-1 22 0.0157 
Wavelet 
Network 
0.015 1 1-7-1 22 0.0030 
Neural 
Network 
0.25 2 
1-3-3-1 
1-4-2-1 
1-2-4-1 
22 
21 
21 
0.0105 
0.0138 
0.0088 
 
From table 4.1, despite given the same number of parameters, the neural networks 
failed to perform as well as the wavelet network. There are large gap of means-square-
error (MSE) between the two types of networks. On the other hand, by re-arranging the 
neural network using two-hidden layer model, its performance is noticeably increased.  
Because there are many ways in which the network structural can be re-arranged, in this 
experiment, only three arrangements are used here.  
  
Figure 4.7 Single-layer Artificial Neural Network class N(1-7-1) 
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Figure 4.8 Wavelet Neural Network approximation 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Multi-layer Neural Network approximation class N(1-3-3-1) 
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Figure 4.10 Multi-layer Neural Network approximation class N(1-4-2-1) 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Multi-layer Neural Network approximation class N(1-2-4-1) 
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In the second test, the overall structure of every network is kept the same. The only 
difference is the application. The goal of the test is to perform noise reduction over the 
same equation as the previous test (eq. 2.10). However, instead of a clean input (eq. 
2.13), a randomly distributed noise [-0.25, 0.25] is added to the input signal. The 
approximated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the noise at the input is calculated to be 
39dB and 11dB at the output. The networks are trained to provide a noise tolerant 
characteristic. As noise reduction is a major part of the report, this comparison between 
both networks can provide a “clue” of how suitable each network is for the application. 
Once again, the evaluation of the multi-layer neural networks is also being compared 
here as a result of its improvement over the single layer network. The numerical 
summary of the experimental result is shown in table 4.2. Figure 4.12-15 provide the 
graphical results for this test where the green a represents a signal with no 
contamination at the input, red is the signal with a contaminated input, and blue is a 
filtered signal. Note that SNR is calculated using equation (4.15) where A is the root 
mean square (RMS) amplitude [34]: 
 K¸ (R¹) = 20 log5 ¤¼a½v¼a9 ¥ (4.15) 
 
Table 4.2 WNN and ANN parameters for noise reduction 
Method Learning 
Rate 
Hidden 
Layer 
Number of 
Units 
Number of 
Parameters 
SNR 
(dB) 
Wavelet Network 0.015 1 1-7-1 22 16.95 
Neural Network 0.25 1 1-7-1 22 18.27 
Neural Network 0.25 2 
1-3-3-1 
1-4-2-1 
1-2-4-1 
22 
21 
21 
19.65 
19.37 
19.00 
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Figure 4.12 Wavelet network class N(1-7-1) 
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Figure 4.13 Single-layer neural network class N(1-7-1) 
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Figure 4.14 Multi-layer neural network class N(1-3-3-1) 
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Figure 4.15 Multi-layer neural network class N(1-4-2-1) 
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Figure 4.16 Multi-layer neural network class N(1-2-4-1) 
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4.4 Conclusion 
 
A Wavelet Neural Network, based on the wavelet transform, is a multi-resolution 
hierarchical artificial neural network, which organically combines the good localization 
characteristics of the wavelet transform theory and the adaptive learning virtue of 
neural networks. Its performance is demonstrated through simulations as well as in 
comparisons with a conventional ANN for system modeling applications from input-
output observations. From the experiment, WNN is proven to out-perform ANN in 
system modeling. In order for ANN to further improve in performance, its structure is 
needed to be re-built into a multi-hidden layer structure adding more complexity into 
the system. Even so, WNN still performs better. In a second test, the training procedure 
consists of noise injected into the input. This in-turn motivates the network to become 
more noise tolerable. Keep in mind that these networks consist of no more than 7 
neurons/wavelons in their structure. For this particular task, this is considered 
insufficient. Hence, good results should not be expected. The point of choosing 7 
neurons/wavelons only serves as a test comparison to see how well the networks are 
able to learn in the situation where resources are insufficient.  On the other hand, if 
sufficient numbers of neurons/wavelons are given, all the networks will be able to learn 
and perform well. As a result, differences in output margin between networks are small 
and hard to compare. 
Recently, the study of WNN has become an active subject in many scientific and 
engineering research areas. Different designs as well as various type of learning 
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algorithms for WNNs have been proposed in an attempt to improve the performance 
evermore. In the next chapter, some of these designs will be presented and compared. 
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Chapter 5: Learning Algorithms and Design comparison 
 
Based on wavelet theory, a new notion of the wavelet neural networks has been 
proposed as an alternative to feed forward neural networks for approximating arbitrary 
nonlinear functions. Following that, many scholars have recently proposed further 
improvements upon this existing method. A large number of those designs has proven 
to be very effective and promising. In this chapter, the comparison between some of 
those designs will be made based on their learning abilities and accuracies. Because 
Wavelet Neural Networks are a very active subject, many designs and algorithms have 
been proposed, and it is not possible to cover all of them in this paper. Hence, only 
some of the interesting methods will be presented. The design selections are mainly 
dictated by the author’s personal interest. They are mainly optimization algorithms, 
evolutionary algorithms, fuzzy logic, local linear, and the combination of these. But 
before these methodologies can be presented, some of the basic understanding of 
these individual designs is needed. In the following few sections, these concepts will be 
introduced in brief detail. 
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5.1 Genetic Algorithm 
 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are adaptive search algorithm based on the evolutionary ideas 
of natural selection and genetic. The basic concept of GAs is designed to simulate 
processes in a natural system necessary for evolution that follows the principles first laid 
down by Charles Darwin’s “survival of the fittest.” As such they represent an intelligent 
exploitation of a random search within a defined search space to solve a problem. 
GA begins with a set of k randomly generated states, called the population. Each state, 
or individual, is presented as a string over a finite alphabet – most commonly, a string of 
0s and 1s. Each state is, then, rated by the evaluation function or (in GA terminology) 
the fitness function. A fitness function should return higher values for better states.  
After every state is evaluated, a random choice of pair is selected for reproduction, in 
accordance with the probabilities. Note that these probabilities are usually set higher 
for states that return higher fitness values. Some individual may be selected twice – 
usually those with high fitness values – and some may not be selected at all – usually 
those in the lower range values. For each pair to mate, a crossover point is randomly 
chosen from the positions in the string.  
The offspring themselves are created by crossing over the parent strings at the 
crossover point. For example, shown in figure 5.1, the first child of the first pair gets the 
first four strings from the first parent and the remaining string from the second parent, 
whereas the second child gets the first four strings from second parent and the rest 
from the first parent. The example illustrates the fact that, when two parent states are 
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quite different, the crossover operation can produce quite diverse results during the 
early process, so crossover frequently takes large steps in the state space early in the 
search process and smaller steps later on when most individuals are quite similar.  
Finally, the offspring are subject to random mutation with a small independent 
probability. In nature, the mutation occurrence is believed to be a main driving force for 
evolution. The result of mutation can often result in a weaker individual. Occasionally 
the result might be to produce a stronger one. In each case, it can be assumed that 
mutation is doing something new to subtly change some part of the chromosome. The 
assumption is also made that such changes occur spontaneously and with no reference 
or affect from other members of the population. In general, mutation is something new 
that is happening. For GA, such change is also happening here. The most important 
aspect is that it should occur rarely and that one individual should have its pattern 
adjusted very slightly. It is also important to remember that mutations should occur very 
infrequently; otherwise, they will have a disruptive effect on the fitness of the overall 
population. 
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Figure 5.1 The genetic algorithm. 
The initial population (a) is ranged by the fitness function in (b), resulting in pairs for 
mating in (c). They produce offspring in (d), which are subject to mutation in (e). 
 
 
5.2 Particle Swarm Optimization 
 
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based optimization method first 
proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [10] in 1995, inspired by the social behavior of bird 
flocking or fish schooling. PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary computation 
techniques such as Genetic Algorithm (GA). The system is initialized with a population of 
random solutions and searches for optima by updating generations. However, unlike GA, 
PSO has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the potential 
solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the current 
optimum particles.   
Each particle keeps track of its coordinates, represented by a position vector ©, in the 
problem space which is associated with the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far. 
In addition, the fitness value is also stored. This value is called  . When a particle takes 
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all the population as its topological neighbors, the best value is a global best and is 
called ½. 
The particle swarm optimization concept consists of, at each time step O, changing the 
velocity    of (accelerating) each particle toward its    location and  ½  location. 
Acceleration is weighted by random terms ( and  ), randomly distributed in [0, 1], 
with separate constant numbers ( and ) being generated for acceleration toward  
and ½ locations. Change in velocity ¾ can be summarized in equation (5.1): 
 (O + 1) = ¿ bÀ(O) + >(O) − ©(O)?+ >½(O) − ©(O)?c 
 
 
(5.1) 
 
where ¿  and  À  are real constants. The parameter ¿  controls the magnitude of   , 
whereas the inertial weight À weights the magnitude of the old velocity (O) in the 
calculation of the new velocity (O + 1). Based on the updated velocities, each particle 
changes its position according to the following equation: 
 ©(O + 1) = ©(O) + (O + 1) (5.2) 
 
 
Recently, PSO has been successfully applied in many research and application areas. It is 
demonstrated that PSO gets better results faster and cheaper compared to other 
methods. Another reason that PSO is attractive is that there are few parameters to 
adjust.  
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5.3 Adaptive Diversity Learning 
 
The idea of Adaptive Diversity Learning PSO or ADLPSO was introduced by [14] in hope 
of avoiding the cluster tendency of the basic PSO. Because of the way basic PSO 
operates, when the optimum global is found by one particle, the other particles will be 
drawn toward it. If all particles end up in this optimum, they will stay at this optimum 
without much chance to escape. The basic idea of this ADL is to allow some of the 
particles to explore areas of the search space for a possible better solution.  
The ADL is actually applied as an additional algorithm to the PSO. That is while some 
large percentages of the total particles are updated according to basic PSO, the smaller 
percentages are updated using ADL. According to [14], the proposed diversity model is 
applied using a specific probability density function (PDF): 
 () = Á(1 − Â)ÃÄ%,  ≤ 0ÂÃ$Ä%         ,  > 0  (5.3) 
 
By solving the PDF inversely, a random diversity search vector RÆ = [R, R, … , R]: 
 R = ÇÈ
É1Ã m ¤ 1 − Â¥ , 0 <  ≤ (1 − Â)− 1Ã ¤1 − Â ¥ , (1 − Â) ≤  < 1
   
(5.4) 
 
 
where   is a random real number uniformly distributed between [0, 1]. Adjustable 
parameters Â ∈ [0, 1] determine the probability of the search direction. The larger the 
Â is, the higher the search probability in the positive direction. For further information 
on the characteristic of equation (5.3) and its parameters, refer to [14]. Lastly, the 
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control parameter Ã, in equation (5.4) is adjusted according to the search process with 
iteration steps O as follows: 
 Ã(O + 1) = >Ã(O) − Ã(0)?Od + Ã(0)  (5.5) 
 
A fixed variable d indicates the maximum number of iterations.  
Similar to the basic PSO, ADL performs its diversity update using the following rule: 
 ©̃(O + 1) = ©̃(O) + RÆ(O + 1) (5.6) 
 
Where ©̃(O + 1) represents the model free parameters at iteration O + 1 and each 
element of the vector RÆ(O + 1) takes the same form as equation (5.4).  
 
5.4 Neuro-Fuzzy 
 
Neural Networks can learn from data, but weights cannot be interpreted directly. They 
are black boxes to the user. On the other hand, Fuzzy Systems consist of interpretable 
linguistic rules. But unlike Neural Networks, they cannot learn. Hence, the combination 
of Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic form a technique that mutates the human-like 
reasoning style of fuzzy systems with the learning and connectionist structure of neural 
networks. Figure 5.2 displays a Neuro-Fuzzy Network with all its basic layers. Note that, 
because the focus of this paper is Wavelet Neural Network, the topic of Neuro-Fuzzy will 
not be discussed in greater detail here. The concept will only be briefly introduced to 
the readers, so that the readers can develop sufficient understand necessary for the 
following section. For further information on this specific topic, refer to [18], [19]. 
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Figure 5.2 Basic Neuro-Fuzzy Network Structure 
 
The Neuro-Fuzzy model consists of five layers feed forward network, which is comprised 
by the input, diffizification, rule, composite, and output layer. 
The First Layer – The first layer is the input layer, where every node corresponds to one 
of the input variables. 
The Second Layer – This is the diffizification layer and consists of input membership 
function of the antecedent and their weights. The antecedent performs somewhat like 
the IF-statement (ie. IF X is A).   
The Third Layer – In this layer, only the activated nodes of the diffizification are linked 
which referred to as being “fired” and the value at the end of each rule represents the 
.
 
.
 
. 
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initial weight of the rule that will be adjusted to its appropriate level at the end of 
training. 
The Fourth Layer – The fourth layer is a composite layer.  Here, each neuron represents a 
consequent proposition; its membership function can be implemented by combining 
one or two sigmoid functions and linear functions. In a simple term, one can think of this 
layer as the THEN-statement layer of the second layer (ie. THEN Y is B). 
The Fifth Layer – The last layer simply combines all the outputs that are fired from the 
fourth layer. The output of the fifth layer is the output of the whole network. 
 
5.5 Wavelet Neuro-Fuzzy 
 
In the previous section, Neuro-Fuzzy methods were introduced to provide some basic 
knowledge and background on the subject. In this section, the discussion will be more 
specific to the Wavelet Neuro-Fuzzy model. For the implementation presented in this 
paper, the structural design will follow the Generalized Wavelet Neuro-Fuzzy model 
proposed by [17]. 
Figure 5.3 shows a wavelet neuro-fuzzy model. The output of this model is defined by 
equation (5.7): 
 ËT = p = ∑ bÌI ∙ ËTÍc|I ∑ ÌI|I  
 
(5.7) 
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where ËT is output of a wavelet neural network and ÌI is output rule’s firing strength 
calculated by equation (5.8): 
 ÌI = ¢ $¤%'$%¡Í,'ÎÍ,' ¥G  
 
(5.8) 
 
 
The parameters  ¡I, and zI,  are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the jth 
term associated with i
th
 input variable . Parameter Ï is the number of rules and m is 
number of input dimensions. For the sake of clarification, the output of the wavelet 
neural network in equation (5.7) is re-written in the form of: 
 ËTÍ = 
 
 a,`,IΨa,` Ð
 Ya,` ∙ I Ñ
a
`5
|
a  
 
(5.9) 
 
 
Note that instead of defining resolution parameters of wavelet as translation and 
dilation, a single variable Ya,X  is used instead.  
For the model presented here, the adjustable learning parameters are ¡ , z, Y, and  by 
using least square error algorithm: 
 C = 12Ò 
>ËT −  ()?ÓÔ  
 
(5.10) 
 
 
Hence, the adjustment for each parameter is defined by 
z,I(O + 1) = z,I(O) − H RCRz,I  
 = z,I(O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRz,I  
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 = z,I(O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRÌI RÌIRz,I  
 = z,I(O) − H 1Ò >ËT
−  ()) RËTRÌI ÕÖÖ
×Ø¢ $(Ù)GÚI Û ª
2zI, (©)$(Ù)G«ÜÝÝ
Þ
 
 
 
 
(5.11) 
   ¡(O + 1) = ¡(O) − H RCR¡  
 = ¡(O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTR¡  
 = z,I(O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRÌI RÌIR¡   
 = z,I(O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRÌI ÕÖÖ
×Ø¢ $(Ù)GÚI Û ª
2zI, (©)$(Ù)G«ÜÝÝ
Þ
 
 
(5.12) 
 
 
   a,`I (O + 1) = a,`I (O) − H RCRa,`I   
 = a,`I (O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRa,`I   
 = a,`I (O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRËTÍ RË
TÍRa,`I   
 = a,`I (O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRËTÍ ßΨa,` 	
 Ya,` 

  Ià 
 
(5.13) 
   Ya,`I (O + 1) = Ya,`I (O) − H RCRYa,`I   
 = Ya,`I (O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRYa,`I   
 = Ya,`I (O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRËTÍ RË
TÍRYa,`I   
 = Ya,`I (O) − H 1Ò >ËT −  ()? RËTRËTÍ ßa,`I Ψa,`E 	
 Ya,` 

  à 
 
(5.14) 
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where H is an adaptive learning parameter and ©, AáTAâÍ, AáTAáTãÍ are defined by 
© =  − ¡I,zI,  (5.15) RËTRÌI = bËTÍc >∑ ÌI
|I ? − b∑ ÌIËTÍ|I c>∑ ÌI|I ?  (5.16) RËTRËTÍ = ÌI∑ ÌI|I  
 
(5.17) 
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Figure 5.3 Generalized Neuro-Fuzzy model 
 
 
5.6 Local Linear Structure Implemented Wavelet Neural Network 
 
The local linear model for WNN (LLWNN) was proposed by [14] in which the connection 
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model. By doing so, this particular network will gain advantage over the traditional 
design in high dimensional as well as more complex problems. In traditional designs of 
ANN and WNN alike, the complexity of the network increases as the dimensions of the 
input increases. Because a network with higher hidden units provides larger capacity 
necessary to handle large input dimensions, higher dimensional problems usually 
translate to an increase in the number of the hidden units. Hence, taking the advantage 
of the local capacity by implementing local linear models will help to keep the number 
of hidden units down while providing larger capacity. The architecture of the LLWNN is 
shown in figure 5.4.  Its output is given by: 
  = 
 Ψ()  
 
(5.18) 
 
 
A variable  is a replacement of the traditional weight . Instead, it consists of a 
piecewise constant model: 
  = ,5 + , + ⋯ + , (5.19) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Basic wavelet neural network structure 
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5.7 System Models Comparison 
 
In this section, comparison of the models previously described will be presented. For the 
models’ evaluation, these WNNs will simulate a piecewise function of equation (4.12) 
previously used in chapter 4.  
U() = µ−2.186 − 12.864,                        − 10 ≤  < −24.246,                                                    − 2 ≤  < 010$5.5<%$5.< sin>(0.03 + 0.7)? ,      0 ≤  ≤ 10 
 
(4.12) 
 
 
The objective performance benchmark includes the approximation accuracy property, 
convergence speed as well as the quality of approximation proportional to the 
network’s size. Note that, the accuracy of model approximation depends highly on the 
adjustable learning parameters.  Therefore, in order to provide a valid comparison, the 
number of the parameters for each model is kept within a comparison range of one 
another. Additionally, the learning rate for all models is set to 0.02 with 2,000 iterations.  
 N() = −$FG;G (4.11) 
 
 
A Gaussian-derivative wavelet in equation (4.11) is used for all networks in this 
experiment with exception to GMM-WWN (formal introduction will be introduced 
shortly) where an addition Mexican Hat wavelet is also being used. The Mexican Hat 
wavelet is characterized by equation (5.20). 
 N() = (1 − )$%G  (5.20) 
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Brief introduction of the methods and their parameters are as following.  
Genetic Wavelet Neural Network (GWNN) – To battle with the problem of local minima 
for neural network learning with gradient decent algorithm, Genetic Algorithm is 
introduced for finding a general solution before fine-tuning with gradient decent. For 
this particular experiment, all the constant parameters are listed in table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 GWNN and GMM-WNN parameter setting 
Number of population  20 
Genetic Learning  20% of total iteration 
Bit Resolution  16 (2’s complement) 
Mutation Percentage  20% 
Additional Rules: 
Top 40% are guarantee for cross-over 
Bottom 20% will automatically die out 
 
GWNN Implementing Multiple Mother Wavelets and Hybrid Gradient Learning (GMM-
WNN) – Information consists of signals which are made up of different patterns that 
change in different time slots. Therefore, by introducing an additional mother wavelet 
to the system, neural networks will be able to determine the suitability of the mother 
wavelets on different sections of the signals for better representation. Because of this 
the idea of the implemented mother wavelets is applied.  GMM-WNN’s parameters are 
the same as GWNN. See table 5.1. 
Local Linear Wavelet Neural Network (LLWNN) – The local linear model added to the 
WNN will help to increase the network’s capacity while maintaining a small size 
structure.  
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Local Linear with Hybrid ADLPSO and Gradient Learning (ADLPSO-LLWNN) – To battle 
with the problem of local minima for neural network learning with gradient decent 
algorithm, ADLPSO is introduced as swarm’s search looking for an optimal solution at 
multiple points. ADLPSO-LLWNN’s parameters are defined in table 5.2: 
Table 5.2 ADLPSO-LLWNN parameter setting 
Number of population  20 
B(0)  0.05 
B(1)  0.4 À  0.7 
c1 = c2   2.0 ¿  0.8 
ADLPSO Learning  20% of total iteration 
PSO population  Top 70% of population 
ADL population  Bottom 30% of population 
 
Wavelet Neuro-Fuzzy Network (WNFN) – The fuzzy model provides the advantage of a 
human-like knowledge base of fuzzy inference. A fuzzy logic system has been shown to 
arbitrarily approximate any nonlinear function and has been successfully applied to 
system modeling. Due to the fact that WNFN structure is very large, for the 
implementation in the following section, the number of networks is limited to keep the 
number of parameters within a certain range. Here, the number of rule is equal to the 
number of network which is 2.  
Conventional Wavelet Neural Network (WNN) – Lastly, traditional WNN will also be 
compared against the above models to get perspectives of the scale of the improvement 
for each model.  
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Table 5.3 shows the approximation results obtained with the six methods. As you can 
see, except for WNFN, all networks have made improvement upon WNN. Once again, 
the numbers of parameters for each method are kept within a compatible range of one 
another. As a result, WNFN is put into disadvantage due to its large structure.  
The implementation of multiple wavelet of GMM-WNN shows large improvement over 
GWNN. It also has the best match approximation of all. Another outstanding method is 
ADLPSO-LLWNN with figure of merit (calculated using simple average error) almost as 
low as GMM-WNN. GMM-WNN and ADLPSO-LLWNN are the two best performers of all 
these methods. However, the evaluation is also based on time. Though the two 
methods may have very close approximation; ADLPSO-LLWNN took almost half of the 
time of GMM-WNN. A study of error function in figure 5.5 also shows that LLWNN has a 
much quicker convergent rate even at low iterations.  A normal WNN also has a good 
convergent rate at the beginning. But its convergence rate is much smaller as the 
number of iterations get higher. This may be due to the problem of local minima.  
Table 5.3 Simulation result from all models and their parameters comparison 
Method Number of 
Wavelons 
Number of 
Networks 
Number of 
Parameters 
Training 
Time (s) 
Figure 
of Merit 
WNN 6 1 19 3.718 0.1368 
GWNN 6 20 19 6.382 0.0668 
GMM-WNN 6 20 19 7.905 0.0374 
LLWNN 5 1 20 2.656 0.0554 
ADLPSO-
LLWNN 
5 20 20 4.424 0.0389 
WNFN 2 2 20 4.076 0.8388 
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Figure 5.5 Objective function error for each model recorded for every iteration 
 
 
5.8 ECG Noise Reduction Comparison 
 
Electrocardiography or ECG is the recording of the electrical activity of the heart over 
time via skin electrodes. More often than not, contaminating noise appears as a 
byproduct while measurement is taken place. Formal introduction of ECG will be 
presented the next chapter. As the interest of this paper involves noise reduction in ECG, 
it is interesting to see WNNs performance aspect in this application. There are many 
types of contaminating noises in ECG, see chapter 6. However for general comparison 
purposes, only white noise will be considered. White noise, unlike other ECG’s noise, 
covers large frequencies band. Not only is it common in ECG, white noise can also be 
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found in almost all application relating to signal processing. Therefore, if WNNs are able 
to perform well in the application of ECG, perhaps there’s a potential for other noise 
reduction applications as well. 
During this particular test, the structure size for each network is kept the same as in the 
previous section. Only the number of wavelons is increased to compensate for the 
higher complexity of ECG compared to previous tests. Moreover, due to the major 
difference in structural layout of the network, WNFN needs to be re-tested with 
different learning rates to accommodate for a higher number of rules and networks. 
Various combinations of rules and networks were used against several learning rates to 
find the optimal parameters. With an exception of WNFN, which has the learning rate of 
0.5, all others are kept at the same learning rate of 0.02. See table 5.4 for specification 
of each network. 
In testing, each network will be given 4,000 sample points for noisy ECG and 4,000 
sample points for noise-free ECG during the training time. The noisy ECG is fed into the 
network’s input and noise-free ECG is used for reference comparison at the output 
generating error necessary for back-propagation method in updating the networks 
parameters. Upon completion of training, a new set of 4,000 sampled noisy ECG, 
continued sampled data from training set, will be used for testing (see figure 5.6). 
Comparison between each WNN will be the length of training time as well as overall 
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
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Table 5.4 ECG Noise Reduction Results 
Method Number of  
Wavelons 
Number of 
Networks 
Number of 
Parameters 
Training 
Time (s) 
SNR* 
Improved (dB) 
WNN 100 1 301 1042 7.54 
GWNN 100 20 301 1513 8.00 
GMM-WNN 100 20 301 1580 7.55 
LLWNN 75 1 300 933 4.67 
ADLPSO-
LLWNN 
75 20 300 1361 4.10 
WNFN 10 10 320 3394 4.36 
*Method in which SNR are calculated for ECG related signal can be found in section 7.2.2. 
 
The results collected from testing are shown in table 5.4 along with WNN’s structure 
sizes, parameters, training time (in seconds), as well as SNR improvements over the 
original noisy ECG. For complete information on ECG related information such as 
sampling frequency and sources, see section 7.2. In figure 5.6, SNR of the noisy signal is 
found to be 17.7 dB. WNNs will need to reduce the existing noise and improve overall 
SNR. Surprisingly, regular WNN, GWNN, and GMM-WNN are shown to have improved 
SNR over the other three. This is unexpected because of the result shown in previous 
tests where ADLPSO-LLWNN seemed show better results overall. There is, however, 
some convergence problems with GA and PSO. With the usage of either algorithm in 
combination with WNNs, roughly 30% of the tests would not converge. Meaning that, 
not only the noise would not be reduced, but that the network introduced additional 
noise to the signal. As a result, SNR declined. For the remaining 70%, the networks were 
able to reduce the overall SNR by the average of 7.5 dB for GA (GWNN and GMM-WNN) 
and 4.0 dB for PSO (ADLPSO-LLWNN). This could be the result affected by how the GA 
and PSO settle down at the end of their trainings. After all, the results of both GA and 
PSO did depend somewhat from random numbers. In any case, the real cause of this 
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effect is unknown. Further investigation is needed. However, because the point of this 
paper is not meant to focus on this specific topic, the author would like to leave the 
subject.   
 
Figure 5.6 Original noise-free ECG (top) and Unfiltered noisy ECG signal (bottom) 
 
 
Figure 5.7 WNN result for ECG noise reduction 
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Figure 5.8 GWNN result for ECG noise reduction 
  
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 GMM-WNN result for ECG noise reduction 
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Figure 5.10 LLWNN result for ECG noise reduction 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11 ADLPSO-WNN result for ECG noise reduction 
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Figure 5.12 WNFN result for ECG noise reduction 
 
 
 
5.9 Conclusion 
 
In the attempts to improve upon the wavelet neural network, various designs and 
algorithms have been incorporated into the existing network. Some research has 
focused on modifying and adapting new structures into the network while others have 
tried to improve learning strategy and still, there are those that would combine two or 
more algorithms in hope of eliminating weaknesses in the original design.  
The applications of system modeling and noise reduction were provided as comparison 
tests between each model. For modeling application, GMM-WNN and ADLPSO-LLWNN 
provided the two best results. This could be credited by the fact that GMM-WNN 
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provides additional choices of activation function for different shape of input signals. As 
for ADLPSO-LLWNN, a diversification search, on top of an existing PSO, ensures a lesser 
chance of the network being trapped at a local minima.  
For the next comparison in the application of noise reduction, WNN, GWNN, and GMM-
WNN are the three most improved networks while LLWNN, ADLPSO-LLWNN, and WNFN 
are the lower improved group. The only difference between these two groups is that the 
first group did not have their original WNN’s structures altered in anyway. For the lower 
improved networks, all of them utilized local linear design. In additional, WNFN 
combines translation and dilation parameters into a single parameter.  From these tests, 
GMM-WNN has good performance overall in both comparisons. 
The investigations of WNNs and noise reduction have shown the effectiveness of the 
network to reduce white noise from a non-stationary a cardiac signal. Despite SNR 
improvement, the output signal still appeared noisy and unacceptable.  
In the actual situation, there are several more interferences beside white noise. Some of 
them are much more difficult to remove than the white noise presented here. In 
chapter 7, another more suitable approach for noise reduction involving Wavelet and 
Neural Networks will be presented.  
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Chapter 6: ECG and Noises Artifact in ECG 
 
Biomedical signals like electrocardiogram (ECG) are often contaminated by noise 
sources such as power line interference and disturbances due to movement of the 
recording electrodes. In addition, biomedical signals often interfere with one another; 
signals due to muscle contractions often contaminate ECGs, for example.  
In this following chapter, brief information regarding ECG will be introduced as well as 
various noise models and their characteristics associated with ECG.  At the end of this 
chapter, a simple adaptive noise reduction algorithm will be presented and 
implemented. 
 
6.1 ECG signal and Its Component 
 
An electrocardiogram or ECG is a representation of the electrical activity of the heart 
muscle as it is recorded from the body surface. A basic wave form of ECG of one cardiac 
cycle is shown in figure 6.1 that consists of a P-wave, QRS-complex and a T-wave. The 
processes in which these waves are formed are summarized here in this section. 
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Figure 6.1 Basic ECG signal 
 
The heart has its own built-in electrical system, called the conduction system [21], see 
figure 6.2. The conduction system sends electrical signals throughout the heart that 
determine the timing of the heartbeat and cause the heart to beat in a coordinated, 
rhythmic pattern as shown in figure 6.1. The electrical signals, or impulses, of the heart 
are generated by a clump of specialized tissue called the sinus node. Each time the sinus 
node generates a new electrical impulse, that impulse spreads out through the heart's 
upper chambers, called the right atrium and the left atrium. This electrical impulse, as it 
spreads across the two atria, stimulates them to contract, pumping blood into the right 
and left ventricle. The simultaneous contraction of the atria results in P-wave in figure 
6.1. The electrical impulse then spreads to the atrioventricular (AV) node, which is 
another clump of specialized tissue located between the atria and the ventricles. The AV 
node momentarily slows down the spread of the electrical impulse, to allow the left and 
right atria to finish contracting. This causes a pause between the P-wave and Q-wave in 
figure 6.1. From the AV node, the impulse spreads into a system of specialized fibers 
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called the “His bundle” and the right and left bundle branches. These fibers distribute 
the electrical impulse rapidly to all areas of the right and left ventricles, stimulating 
them to contract in a coordinated way. With this contraction, blood is pumped from the 
right ventricle to the lungs, and from the left ventricle throughout the body. This action 
produces the QRS-complex. Lastly, depolarization of the ventricular myocytes begins 
immediately after QRS and persists until the end of the T-wave.  
 
Figure 6.2 The conduction system of the heart. Image is taken from [22] 
 
 
6.2 Type of Artifacts 
 
Electrocardiographic (ECG) signals may be corrupted by various kinds of noise. Typical 
examples are power-line interference, electrode contact, motion artifacts, muscle 
contraction, baseline drift, instrumental noise, and electrosurgical noise [23]. 
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6.2.1 Power Line Interference 
 
Power line interference consists of 60 Hz pickup (in the U.S.) and harmonics that can be 
modeled as sinusoids and combination of sinusoids. Characteristic of power line noise 
include amplitude and frequency content of the signal. These Characteristics are 
generally consistent for a given measurement situation and, once set, will not change 
during a detector evaluation. Typical parameters are: 
• Frequency content of 60 Hz (fundamental) with harmonics 
• Amplitude up to 50% of peak-to-peak ECG amplitude 
6.2.1 Electrode Contact Noise 
 
Electrode contact noise is transient interference caused by the loss of contact between 
the electrode and the skin, which effectively disconnects the measurement system from 
the subject.  The loss of contact can be permanent, or can be intermittent, as would be 
the case when a loose electrode is brought in and out of contact with the skin as a result 
of movements and vibration. This switching  action at the measurement system  input  
can  result  in large artifacts since the ECG signal is usually  capacitively coupled  to  the  
system. With the amplifier input disconnected, 60 Hz interference may be significant.  
Electrode contact noise can be modeled as a randomly occurring rapid baseline 
transition (step) that decays exponentially to the baseline value and has a superimposed 
60 Hz component. This transition may occur only once or may rapidly occur several 
times in succession. Characteristics of this noise signal include the amplitude of the 
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initial transition, the amplitude of the 60 Hz component, and the time constant of the 
decay. Typical parameters:  
• Duration time ∼1 second  
• Amplitude of the maximum recorder output  
• Frequency of 60  Hz Time constant about 1 second 
6.2.1 Motion Artifacts  
 
Motion artifacts are transient (but not step) baseline changes caused by variations in the 
electrode-skin impedance with electrode motion. As this impedance changes, the ECG 
amplifier sees a different source impedance, which forms a voltage divider with the 
amplifier input impedance.  Therefore, the amplifier input voltage depends on the 
source impedance, which changes as the electrode position changes. The usual cause of 
motion artifacts will be assumed to be vibrations or movement of the subject. The 
shape of  the baseline disturbance caused  by motion  artifacts can  be  assumed  to  be  
a biphasic  signal  resembling one cycle of  a  sine wave. The peak amplitude and 
duration of the artifact are variables. Typical parameters:  
• Duration about 100-500 milliseconds 
• Amplitude-500% of peak-to-peak ECG amplitude 
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6.2.1 Muscle Contractions (EMG)  
 
Muscle contractions cause artifactual millivolt-level potentials to be generated.  The 
baseline electromyogram is usually in the microvolt range and is usually insignificant. 
The signals, resulting from muscle contraction, can be assumed to be transient bursts of 
zero-mean band-limited Gaussian noise. The variance of the distribution may be 
estimated from the variance and duration of the bursts. Typical parameters:  
• Standard Deviation of 10% of peak-to-peak ECG amplitude  
• Duration about 50 milliseconds  
• Frequency Content-DC to 10,000 Hz 
6.2.1 Baseline Drift with Respiration 
 
The drift of the baseline with respiration can be represented as a sinusoidal component 
at the frequency of respiration added to the ECG signal. The amplitude and frequency of 
the sinusoidal component should be variable. The amplitude of the ECG signal also 
varies by about 15 percent with respiration. The variation can be reproduced by 
amplitude modulation of the ECG by the sinusoidal component which is added to the 
baseline. Typical parameters:  
• Amplitude variation of 15 percent of peak-to-peak (p-p) ECG amplitude  
• Baseline variation of15 percent of p-p ECG amplitude variation at 0.15 to 0.3 Hz 
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6.2.1 Instrumentation Noise Generated by Electronic Devices  
 
Artifacts generated by electronic devices in the instrumentation system cannot be 
corrected. The input amplifier has saturated and no information about the ECG can 
reach the detector. In this case manual prevention and coercive action need to be 
undertaken.  
6.2.1 Electrosurgical Noise  
 
Electrosurgical noise completely destroys the ECG and can be represented by a large 
amplitude sinusoid with frequencies approximately between 100 kHz and 1 MHz. Since 
the sampling rate of  an ECG  signal  is 250 to  1000 Hz, an aliased  version  of  this  signal 
would be added to the  ECG  signal.  The amplitude, duration, and possibly the aliased 
frequency should be variable. Typical parameters:  
• Amplitude about 200 percent of peak-to-peak ECG amplitude  
• Frequency Content of Aliased 100 kHz to 1 MHz Duration for 1-10 seconds 
Other kind of interfering noises include Gaussian noises: white noise and colored noises. 
 
6.3 Adaptive Noise Reduction  
 
Adaptive filtering techniques are shown to be useful in many biomedical applications 
including noise reduction. The basic idea behind adaptive filtering will be summarized 
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here. The implementation of noise reduction will be presented using a Least-Mean-
Square (LMS) algorithm as an example. 
6.3.1 Least Mean Square (LMS) Algorithm  
 
Let R(m) be the contaminated signal R(m) = ^(m) + (m) where ^(m) is clean signal 
and (m) is noise. Using an input noise (m) and an FIR filter è(©), signal R(m) can be 
estimated as shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 General LMS adaptive filter H(z) 
 
There must be a correlation between (m) and R(m). Because filter coefficients are 
adaptive to the signal and are updated for each m, this is a basic adaptive filter. The 
estimated signal R·(m) is expressed by the following equation. 
 R·(m) = 
 ℎh(m)(m − l) = ℎ(m)é(m)|h5  
 
(6.1) 
 
 
where 
 ℎ(m) = ê ℎ5(m)ℎ(m)⋮ℎ|$(m)ì and (m) = ê
(m − R)(m − R − 1)⋮(m − R − Ï)ì 
 
 
è(©) 
Σ R(m) 
(m) (m) 
+ 
_ R·(m) 
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Here, R can be positive or negative. The error which is the difference between the signal 
and the estimated signal needs to be minimized by choosing the best filter coefficients. 
The error squared is to be minimized for each m is given by 
 í = (m) = îR(m) − ℎ(m)é(m)ï 
 
(6.2) 
 
Assume that a simplified error function with respect to the filter coefficients is shown in 
figure 6.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Simplified error function with respect to the filter coefficients 
 
The slope or the first derivative of  í with respect to ℎ(m) is given by 
 RíRℎ(m) = −2(m)(m)  (6.3) 
 
Let ℎÔX be the best or the optimum filter coefficients at which the squared error is 
minimized. If ℎ(m) is at the left-hand side of  ℎÔX, the filter coefficients in the next 
step, ℎ(m + 1), should move to the right (or positive direction). Note that the slope is 
í 
í8 íh 
ℎÔX
í 
ℎ(m) ℎ(m + 1) ℎ 
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negative in this case. On the other hand, if  ℎ(m) is at the right-hand size of  ℎÔX, the 
filter coefficients in the next step,  ℎ(m + 1), should move to the left (or negative 
direction). The slope is positive in this case. Thus, the filter coefficients in the next step 
should be equation (6.4). 
 ℎ(m + 1) = ℎ(m) + Ì ª− RíRℎ(m)« 
 
 
(6.4) 
 
When the slope is negative, positive correction will be made. And when the slope is 
positive, negative correction will be made. The Ì parameter is termed the adaptation 
parameter. If it is too large, there will be too much fluctuation in the filter coefficients. If 
it is too small, it will take a long time for the filter coefficients to converge. By plugging 
equation (6.3) into equation (6.4), an adaptive rule is obtained. 
 ℎ(m + 1) = ℎ(m) + 2Ì(m)(m) 
 
(6.5) 
 
The summary of the adaptive algorithm is as follows: 
1. Initialize ℎ(m) with any number. Random numbers are usually used. 
2. Compute (m) = R(m) − ℎ(m)é(m). 
3. Update ℎ(m + 1) = ℎ(m) + 2Ì(m)(m). 
4. Go to 2 and continue. 
 
6.4 Implementation and Result 
 
One simple but important application is in 60Hz power line interference cancellation. A 
reference input signal, representing power line interference measuring from some part 
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of the body, other than the ECG recording area, may be used to cancel the power line 
interference from the ECG. Because signal is measured at different locations of the body, 
phase shift characteristics of a reading power line signal is expected.   
For this simulation, a 60Hz power line signal generated by sinusoid is added to ECG 
signal. An adaptive filter is to be implemented using the same 60Hz power line signal as 
reference input with added phase shift of V ð  radian signifying time measurement delay. 
In addition, the amplitude is set to 50% of ECG’s peak-to-peak. Adaptive filter is 
simulated over 2,000 sample points. Filtered signal is shown in figure 6.5. The filter was 
designed with the following specifications: 
Table 6.1 LMS parameters 
M ñ 
5 0.02 
 
 
Figure 6.5 LMS result as ECG adaptive power-line noise cancellation 
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6.5 Conclusion 
 
This chapter has briefly introduced many of the commonly known noises associated 
with ECG signal as well as descriptions needed for reconstruction. Furthermore, a 
classical and simple noise reduction scheme implementing Least Mean Square (LMS) is 
also introduced. 
LMS has shown to have a good noise cancellation result. The algorithm quickly 
converged and successfully removed power-line noise exposing the clean ECG signal as 
shown in figure 6.5. However, for LMS to work, both of the noise signals (measurement 
noise and noise contaminating signal) must be correlated to each other in some way. In 
addition, noise signals also need to be uncorrelated to the desired signal, ECG in this 
case. In a situation where the two noises are equal, LMS will be able to recover the 
original signal perfectly. But due to the nature of the error signal, the two noises will 
never be exactly the same. Noise, from where it is read, propagated through certain 
distance, and hence distorted in some way before it mixes with the ECG signal. In this 
case, LMS will never be able to fully recover the signal. To make matters worse, in some 
cases, the measurement noises may not be available at all making it impossible to 
implement LMS algorithm. In the next chapter, a proposed method of noise reduction 
utilizing the multi-resolution ability of wavelet technology and adaptability of neural 
networks will be introduced to overcome such problems. Noise reduction is 
implemented using wavelet decomposition and multi-layer neural network connecting 
in cascade formations. 
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Chapter 7: ECG Noise Reduction 
 
The results reported in chapter 4 look promising. A single-input-single-output (SISO) 
neural network with as little as six neurons was able to successfully train to tolerant 
noise on sinusoid waveform. For that given problem, the contaminated noise is a wide-
band while the desired signal is located at a single band. As an alternative and easier 
way to solve this problem, a band-pass-filter can be incorporated into the system and 
produce a cleaner input and hence avoiding the need to use neural networks for noise 
reduction for such purposes. In the application of ECG, however, the contaminated 
noises usually consists of frequency ranges that overlap with the ECG signal itself 
making it extremely difficult for filtering. Figure 7.1 provides frequency band spectrum 
of typical ECG signal taken from [30] of sampled rate 360 Hz. As shown in the figures, 
these frequencies’ range expand in the lower part of the spectrum to no higher than 70 
Hz which also covers the range of the noises’ frequencies shown in figure 7.2. The two 
frequencies plots displayed in figure 7.2 are electrode motion artifacts and muscle (EMG) 
artifacts taken from [25]. They are two of common ECG noises mentioned in chapter 6. 
But unlike other noises, these two are the most difficult noises to filter due to the 
spectrum overlap. Of these two, electrode motion artifact is generally considered the 
most troublesome, since it can mimic the appearance of ectopic beats and cannot be 
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removed easily by simple filters, as can noise of other types [25]. Without the right 
technique to eliminate these types of noises, a doctor could misinterpret the signal. 
Therefore, he would not be unable to provide accurate diagnosis of the patients. 
 In this chapter, an adaptive method of neural network is proposed to remove ECG 
noises. One example of an adaptive filter was LMS algorithm for the 60Hz power-line 
interference cancellation, shown in previous chapter, that utilize a reference signal 
representing power-line  interference from some part of the body (other than the ECG 
recording area) may be used to cancel power-line interference from the ECG. But unlike 
the LMS algorithm, the proposed technique using neural networks does not require 
reference signals. This is due largely to cancellation of noises such as muscle (EMG) 
artifact that can differ from one part of the body to another due to the difference of 
motion movement between individual muscles. Rather, the technique is taking the 
advantage of the memorization capability of neural networks to learn the general 
signature of a patient pre-recorded noises-free ECG during the training phase. Wavelet 
decomposition is also utilized for frequency band separation making it easier for neural 
networks to recognize and interpret the signal. 
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(a) Frequency spectrum of ECG record 115 
(b) Frequency spectrum of ECG record 118 
(c) Frequency spectrum of ECG record 220 
Figure 7.1 Frequency spectrum analyses of typical ECG signals taken from [30] 
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(a) Frequency spectrum of electrode movement 
(b) Frequency spectrum of motion artifact 
 
Figure 7.2 Frequency spectrum analyses of electrode movement and motion artifact 
taken from [25] 
 
 
7.1 Noise Reduction’s Structure 
 
7.1.1 Noise Reduction via Wavelet Decomposition and Neural Networks 
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Figure 7.3 displays the overall scheme for noise reduction training and filter structure. 
The noisy ECG signal is decomposed by Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) into wavelet 
and scaling coefficients. Sub-band coefficient thresholding is then perform on these 
coefficients filtering only those that represent signals of interest and discard coefficients 
that do not represent ECG in anyway. More detail of the thresholding is explained in the 
next section. After the thresholding process, the remaining coefficients are those that 
truly represent and partially represent the ECG signal. Because noises among the 
coefficients still exist, a neural network is the last and final filtration process to remove 
the remaining noises mixture among the coefficients.  In addition, neural network also 
performs Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT) on the signal. Thus, rendering the 
final filtered ECG signal. Note that normalization equation (7.1) and de-normalization 
equation (7.2) with [-1, +1] limited interval are placed as pre and post-process of ECG 
signal.  
 ^̂(O) = 2 ª ^(O) − min(w, Ë)max(w, Ë) − min(w, Ë)« − 1 (7.1) 
   
 ^(O) = (^̂(O) + 1)(max(w, Ë) − min(w, Ë))2 + min(w, Ë) (7.2) 
 
where ^(O)  and ^̂(O)  are signal of interest and its normalized form, respectively. 
Variables w and Ë are the complete training sets for the input signal and reference 
signal. This is because the hyperbolic (see table 2.1) is chosen as the activation function 
of neural network. Because of its characteristic, all signals must be normalized down to 
the [-1, +1] range to accommodate for the activation function. The proposed neural 
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network implemented in this chapter belong to class N64,56,12,10. It is a simple multi-layer 
feed forward structure. This particular size of the proposed model is chosen based on 
numerous experimental runs using ECG record 220 (see figure 7.12). Note that input 
nodes of 64 are a restricted input size, resulting from DWT. In the next section, this 
input restriction will be explained clearly in detail. As for the hidden layers and output 
layer, these numbers are chosen based on experiments. Note that the output of the 
neural network is 10. This does not imply that the network map its output 10 samples at 
the time during the actual test run. In fact, only one of those outputs is considered to be 
the output. The remaining outputs are only used during the learning process. An 
increase in output nodes allows the network to gain an extra references comparison to 
generate more errors which are utilized by back propagate algorithm to update weights 
in all the layers. Figure 7.4 displays error in relation between number of output nodes 
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). By inspection, the fitting trend-curve seems to flat out at 
about 10 outputs which indicate the minimum number of output nodes necessary for 
the application. Hence, output node of 10 is chosen. Once the training is completed, 9 
out of 10 outputs will be discarded.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Overall adaptive noise reduction training scheme 
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Figure 7.4 SNR gain comparing with number of output of neural network 
 
7.1.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform and Coefficient Thresholding 
 
The ECG signal during DWT pre-process after the normalization is put into cascade series 
form by delay units as shown in figure 7.5. The total length of this signal is chosen to be 
256. This number is not chosen arbitrarily but based on the restriction of wavelet input 
which must be divisible by 2ö where L is number of decomposing level. Once the 
coefficients are obtained, thresholding is performed to remove any irrelevant 
coefficients. The remainders are to be processed by a neural network. 
There are several ways in which thresholding can be performed through DTW. The two 
most common methods are: soft and hard thresholding which usually requires a method 
of finding a threshold value at each transformed level either by finding a mean, standard 
deviation, or through a formula such as universal threshold (eq. 3.13) as demonstrated 
in chapter 3. These threshold methods can be done over selected scale and/or 
frequency, depending on the need of application. However, for noise reduction 
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implemented in this paper, the unwanted coefficients are simply discarded – removed 
from the process.  
The purpose of placing this sub-band coefficient threshoding serves two main purposes: 
first to remove unwanted frequency-noise bands which are mostly white noise and 
secondly is to help to reduce number of input nodes for neural network. As a result, 
there will be less unnecessary information for neural network to process. Hence, reduce 
the number of hidden nodes which further decrease the amount of time needed for 
training. 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the DWT process can be thought of as separating a signal 
into different frequency bands, using the series of low-pass-filter and high-pass-filter 
(see figure 3.6). If a signal is sampled at 360 Hz, as it is the case in this paper, the first 
level of DWT will separate the signal into two pieces with the first half 0-180 Hz and the 
second 180-360 Hz, roughly estimated. In the second level, the lower half is further split 
into another two portions: 0-90 Hz and 90-180 Hz. In modern ECG monitors filtration for 
diagnostic mode, the range of interest is between 0.05 Hz at the lower end of spectrum 
which allows for ST segments to be recorded and 40, 100, or 150 Hz in the higher end 
spectrum [32]. The choice for the frequency at the higher end depends on the patients’ 
health and profile conditions as well as what type of diagnostic a doctor wants to 
capture. For instance, if a patient’s heart beat is rapid and the QRT complex expands at 
a very short interval, ECG frequency spectrum may need to cover as high as 100 Hz. Also, 
the characteristic of some heart related diseases may only exist at higher frequencies. 
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By allowing higher cut-off frequencies to cover larger bands, a doctor will be able to 
diagnose a patient’s condition. In this paper, the tested ECG have characteristics shown 
in figure 7.1; they cover at a maximum of around 80 Hz. Allowing the convenience of 
current sampled frequency of 360 Hz and the restrictive nature of DWT, the frequency 
range for noise reduction implemented in this paper is chosen to be 0-90 Hz (frequency 
range of scaling coefficient after the second level). In other words, if 256 sampled points 
are to be transformed through DWT, only 64 coefficients are to be processed by a 
neural network. Again, because the analysis of the three patients’ heart rate from figure 
7.1 is shown to be 70 Hz or less, anything higher are noises and simply can be discarded. 
By doing so, not only are some of the unwanted noises removed, but also a lesser 
amount of input nodes is needed for a neural network.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Wavelet Decomposition and coefficients thresholding 
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The DWT resolution is dictated by the level of the transformation. However, for a 
discrete signal, the number of levels a signal is allowed to transform is limited by the 
number of input samples. In other words, a signal length of 8 can only be split in half at 
the most 3 times. This translates to a maximum number of levels DWT can perform on 
this signal. Hence, a signal of 256 in length can be transformed 8 levels at maximum. 
This is a number in which will be implemented in DWT at the end of this chapter. 
 
7.2 Data 
 
7.2.1 Noises selection 
 
A noise reduction test is performed on three different patients. In this paper, only five 
types of noises are considered for noise reduction application. They are baseline wander, 
electrode motion artifact, muscle (EMG) artifact, Gaussian white noise, and 60 Hz 
power-line. For the remaining noises: electrosurgical noise, noise from electronic 
devices, and instrumentation noise will be not included here because these noises 
behave similarly to the random model in EMG. Using the same reasoning, motion 
artifact is much like the baseline drift in respiration so it is also not included [23].   
All the ECG signals are taken from [30]. The three noises: baseline wander, electrode 
motion artifact, and muscle (EMG) artifact are taken from [25]. Every file in the 
database consists of 2 lead recordings sampled at 360 Hz with 11 bits per sample of 
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resolution. The last two noises: Gaussian white noise and power-line interference are 
generated using Matlab.  
The signal used under training is in the first 4,000 samples from a patient with the 
corruption added to the signal. After the training, the next following portion of 4,000 
samples, both from ECG and noises, will be used for testing. In the first set of test, 
individual noise will be done separately. Next, the simulation will take a composite of all 
noises and add that to the ECG signals. Again, the network will be allowed to have the 
first 4,000 samples as training set. When training is completed, a portion of 4,000 
samples (excluding any overlap from the first 4,000 sampled used during training) will 
be selected from the database to be used as testing data.  
The performance evaluation discard results from training and only considers the results 
from testing.  
7.2.1 Calculating SNR 
 
The methodology, in which signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) is calculated, is based on 
reference [33]. SNR is commonly expressed in decibels (dB): 
 K¸ = 10 log ¤K¥ (7.3) 
 
where  is the power of the signal and K is the power of the noise. However, unlike the 
typical calculation,  and K cannot be taken and calculated based on mean squared 
amplitude due to the complications described in [33]. In view of these issues, [33] 
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defines S as a function of the QRS amplitude, and K as a frequency-weighted noise 
power measurement.  
Power signal S can be determined by locating the individual QRS complexes then 
expanding them into windows of 100 ms or 18 samples points on both side of the QRS’s 
center given a sampled frequency of 360 Hz to measure the peak-to-peak amplitude. 
The largest 5% and the smallest 5% of the measurements are discarded. The estimated 
peak-to-peak of QRS is measured as the mean amplitude of the remaining 90%. By 
taking the squares of this estimated peak-to-peak amplitude and dividing the result by 8 
(correct for sinusoids and is close enough for this purpose), the QRS power, or estimated 
S, is obtained. 
To determine S, noises’ windows are also measured in the similar fashion as described 
above using the QRS complexes as a center reference. For each of those windows, the 
mean amplitude and the root mean squared difference between the signal and this 
mean amplitude is calculated. Similarly to the calculation of S, the largest 5% and the 
smallest 5% are discarded and estimated RMS noise amplitude as the mean of the 
remaining 90%. N is the square of this estimate. 
The calculations of S and N are performed separately for each pair of the clean and 
noise signals. 
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7.3 Simulation Result and Discussion 
 
The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated in this section. First, the 
network is trained to remove one type of noise at a time. By doing so, one can examine 
the results closely to the reaction of the individual noise whether or not the network 
performance meets the acceptable margin. Next, the simulation will combine all the 
noises as it would in a real ECG diagnosis situation and have the network train to 
remove those noises. To further test the effectiveness, the network is trained with 
different patients’ ECG as well. The test also measures the performance and consistency 
of how well the network is able to learn by repeatedly training it with the same training 
data set and also testing it with the same testing data set. The only different is the 
initialization of the parameters. Finally, the experiment runs several comparisons with 
alternative selections of network models and shows the actual improvement of the 
proposed method over traditional method. 
7.3.1 Removal of single noise 
 
The test results for the removal of an individual noise are shown in table 7.1 and the 
graphical results are shown in figure 7.6-10. As one would expect, a power-line is the  
easiest to remove due to its stationary characteristic where the periodic cycle can be 
easily predicted. Next are baseline wander and Gaussian white noise. These two are also 
easy to remove despite the non-stationary characteristic of baseline drift. Both baseline 
and Gaussian noise are located at the very low-end and wide-band frequency spectrum, 
respectively. The upper-end of Gaussian white noise frequencies were already removed 
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through the threshold process of DWT. The output of 64 coefficients from DWT to a 
neural network contains a scaling coefficient which represents the lowest end of a 
spectrum of 1.4 Hz and lower. This coefficient contains both noise as well as an ECG 
signal. Due to maximum level restriction of DWT, this scalar cannot be split any further. 
Thus, a neural network performed most of the filtering to remove baseline noise.  
Both Electrode motion and EMG were expected to be the two most difficult to remove 
due to reasons explained earlier in this chapter. The improved SNR for Electrode motion 
is the lowest compared with the rest; nevertheless, results still looks acceptable. In 
figure 7.7, some of the high amplitude spits from the noise are still visible after the 
filtration. Most noticeable is the one located at the beginning of the signal around a 
sample point of 4,300.  High spits, like this one, often confuse a neural network tricking 
it to think that it is one of the ECG signatures as its morphology often resembles that of 
the P, QRS, or T waves. 
Table 7.1 Individual Noise Removal Summary 
Noise 
Pre-filter 
SNR (dB) 
Post-filter 
SNR (dB) 
Improved 
SNR (dB) 
Baseline Wander 19.18 30.74 11.56 
Electrode Motion Artifact 15.65 25.29 9.64 
Muscle (EMG) Artifact 22.90 28.09 5.19 
60 Hz Power-line  10.95 33.31 22.36 
Gaussian White Noise 17.69 29.49 11.80 
Average Improvement of SNR  12.11 
Note: SNR for ECG signal is calculated according to [33]. 
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Figure 7.6 Baseline wander removal 
 
 
Figure 7.7 Electrode motion artifact removal 
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Figure 7.8 Muscle (EMG) artifact removal 
 
 
 
Figure 7.9 The 60 Hz power-line removal 
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Figure 7.10 Gaussian white noise removal 
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This is important because a different patient has a different ECG shape. In fact, it is the 
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among patients with consistency in ECG shape, one patient’s ECG may have sharper 
spits that closely resemble electrode motion while others may have a smoother curve. 
In this case, the filtering result will be different from patient to patient. In the situation 
where a patient is suffering from a severe heart-related disease, the ECG shape will alter 
dramatically as shown in figure 7.11. Such abnormal behavior of ECG will make it 
extremely difficult for the network to learn. However, for the purpose of noise 
reduction implemented in this paper, all ECGs used in the experiment are assumed to 
have a typical shape. Though this problem can be generally solved by introducing 
additional nodes to the hidden layers or even adding an extra layer and then fine-tuning 
the network for optimal results; however, for the sake of simplicity, the demonstration 
will be focusing on a more simple and uniform signal (figure 7.12).  
 
Figure 7.11 ECG with irregular shape taken from [30]. Record: 119, 208, 233 
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In this experiment, noise reduction will be performed on three ECG records: 103, 115, 
and 220. Noise-free versions of all three records are shown Figure 7.12. The three 
particular signals are chosen because of their distinctive behavior. The success of noise 
reduction depends on how well a neural network can understand the basic 
characteristics of the ECG signal. Some ECG signals may be easy for the network to learn 
while others may be more difficult. Hence, it is important to try out at least a few 
different types of ECG. Record 103 has smooth and curvy characteristics while Record 
220 consists of sharp triangular spits. Record 115 has a very low profile when compared 
to Record 103 and 220. In addition to this, the network is also tested for consistency by 
training and testing it 10 times. Example results of noise reduction for three records are 
shown in figure 7.13-15. Table 7.2 provides the SNR improvement of each 10 tests for 
three ECG signals over the noisy ECG’s SNR display on the very top row. The average 
SNR improvement can be found on a very last row of each ECG record column. 
Table 7.2 Performance consistency in term of SNR improvement 
Test # ECG Record 
103 
ECG Record 
115 
ECG Record 
220 
Original noisy SNR 8.98-9.23 dB 10.11-10.56 dB 9.39-10.04 dB 
1 12.22 dB 11.82 dB 16.46 dB 
2 11.99 dB 12.89 dB 15.22 dB 
3 12.23 dB 11.98 dB 15.77 dB 
4 10.17 dB 12.61 dB 16.07 dB 
5 12.00 dB 12.37 dB 14.40 dB 
6 12.24 dB 11.76 dB 16.13 dB 
7 11.34 dB 10.85 dB 15.76 dB 
8 12.52 dB 10.87 dB 16.22 dB 
9 11.61 dB 12.92 dB 16.32 dB 
10 13.01 dB 12.68 dB 14.82 dB 
Average 11.93 dB 12.08 dB 15.71 dB 
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Figure 7.12 Three ECG records taken from [30]: 103, 115, and 220 
 
 
Figure 7.13 Noises combined removal using patient’s ECG record 103 
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Figure 7.14 Noises combined removal using patient’s ECG record 115 
 
 
Figure 7.15 Noises combined removal using patient’s ECG record 220 
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From table 7.2, not only the network manages to remove noises from ECG, it is also able 
to prove consistency over 10 consecutive runs. However, it is obvious that the level of 
SNR improvement depends highly on the shape of ECG. For this particular comparison, 
ECG record 220 is most suitable for the current class of neural networks (N 64,56,12,10) with 
average SNR improvement of 15.7 dB while ECG record 103 and 115 gain about 12 dB. 
As stated earlier, this is because the fine-tuning of the network was done with record 
220. The number of hidden nodes may not be sufficient enough for the network to work 
with record 103 and 115. If this is really a case, adding more nodes to the network 
should improve SNR performance. To do this, a larger class of neural network (N64,60,15,10) 
is trained on the on ECG record 103 and 115. Figure 7.16-17 provide input-output 
results from the testing phases for both records. The original noise-free ECG is shown in 
green, noisy signal is in blue, and filtered signal is red. For better understanding, SNR is 
also calculated from the average of 5 runs, shown in table 7.3. Indeed, the average 
improved SNR are higher than that in table 7.2.  SNR of record 103 improves 0.85 dB 
and record 115 improves 1.02 dB. Because only 7 nodes were added to the previous 
class of neural network, such a small improvement is expected. 
Table 7.3 SNR improvement with larger training network 
Test # ECG Record 103 ECG Record 115 
Original noisy SNR 8.98-9.29 dB 9.92-10.24 dB 
1 12.35 dB 13.37 dB 
2 12.93 dB 12.85 dB 
3 13.12 dB 13.07 dB 
4 12.50 dB 13.24 dB 
5 13.01 dB 12.98 dB 
Average 12.78 dB 13.10 dB 
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Figure 7.16 Test result of ECG record 103 from re-training with larger network 
 
 
 
Figure 7.17 Test result of ECG record 115 from re-training with larger network 
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nodes and training time is only a matter of fine-tuning the system by adding and/or 
removing nodes from the network to achieve optimum performance. 
7.3.1  Effect of DWT and coefficient threshold on the signal 
 
The previous section had shown the ability of the proposed method to the removed ECG 
noises and improving overall SNR. Noisy ECG is transformed into coefficients which then 
are fed to a neural network. The main purpose of running the signal through a DWT is 
mainly for bandwidth decomposition in which neural network can better process the 
signal. But during this process, coefficient thresholding is also performed. As a result, 
high frequency noise is removed. From this, one can see that coefficient thresholding 
has its part in removing noise. In this section, DWT and thresholding are to be examined 
by inspecting the signal before and after these steps and analyzing their impact on noise 
reduction. 
A general DWT transformation of an ECG signal (record 220) for each level is shown in 
figure 7.18. The very top signal is the original noisy ECG. The next following 8 plots (d1-8) 
are decomposed signals of the wavelet coefficient. Lastly, the very bottom signal is a 
scaling signal. For better visualization of the thresholding process, both wavelet and 
scaling coefficients are chained into on long series shown figure 7.19 with the right hand 
side representing higher bandwidth and to the left representing lower bandwidth. As 
one can see, there are fewer fluctuations on the right side when comparing to the left 
side. This is because all the coefficients on the right half consist of only white noise. On  
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Figure 7.18 Wavelet decomposition of 8 levels 
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the other hand, the left half of the coefficients contain many interesting fluctuations in 
amplitude. This is because they contain an ECG signal as well as a baseline drift, EMG, 
electrode motion artifact, and 60 Hz power-line noises. It is apparent that the signals of 
interest are contained only in the left half of the coefficients and only this half is to be 
processed by a neural network. By looking at the coefficients alone, it is difficult to 
understand what the left half of the signal look like. Inversing the coefficients  
 
 
 
Figure 7.19 Noisy ECG coefficients 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.20 Removing coefficients at high frequency 
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(a) Noisy ECG before thresholding 
 
 
(b) Noisy ECG after thresholding 
 
Figure 7.21 Comparing noisy ECG signal prior and after the thresholding 
 
back to the original signal can help understanding visually what is actually given to 
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coefficient to zero is the same process as discarding it, see figure 7.20.  A comparison 
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improvement is very small and insignificant. One may ask: why then include the 
threshold? The significance of the threshold does not lie on how much noise is removed 
but how many coefficients it eliminates without affecting the ECG signal. As stated 
earlier in this chapter, the step the threshold takes is not for noise removal but for 
removing unnecessary coefficients and reducing the number of neural network inputs 
needed to process the information. Noise reduction is simply a byproduct of such 
process.  
7.3.1 Comparison with Transitional Methods 
 
The filtration of the traditional methods consists of four different linear filters:   Low-
pass filter (LPF), High-pass filter (HPF), Notch filter, and Signal averaging. All four filters 
are chained in cascaded form with setting shown in table below: 
Table 7.4 Filters setting 
Filter Cut-off Frequency Order 
Low-pass 90 Hz 501 
High-pass 0.5 Hz 500 
Notch 55 Hz, 65 Hz 500 
Signal Avg. N/A 5 
 
LPF and HPF serve as band pass filters allowing only signal within ECG frequencies band 
to pass through. A notch filter is used to remove 60 Hz power line noise. Lastly, signal 
averaging will be performed to smooth the overall signal. The original ECG signal is 
contaminated with baseline wander, muscle (EMG) artifact, electrode motion, 60 Hz 
power-line, and white noise. SNR of the noisy signal is measured to be 9.63 dB. After 
filtering the signal, the SNR is 16.15 dB. Despite this improvement, the filtered signal is  
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Figure 7.22 Frequency analysis of signal prior and after filtering 
 
 
Figure 7.23 ECG signals in time domain 
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still suffered from EMG and electrode motion since none of traditional methods are 
capable of removing them. Figure 7.2 provides the comparison between clean, noisy, 
and filtered signals, respectively, in frequency domain.  The result from adding noises to 
the ECG can be clearly seen. Due to baseline wander, EMG, and electrode motion, the 
amplitude at the low frequencies is more visible. At 60 Hz, there is power line 
interference. And finally, the effect of wide frequencies noise band of white noise 
expand throughout the frequencies range. After passing the signals through linear filters, 
low frequency noise at the baseline is reduced, 60 Hz power line noise disappears, and 
the effect of the white noise seems to be eliminated. But because of the frequency 
overlap of EMG and electrode motion, the traditional linear filter methods could not 
give good results.  The inspection of the time domain in figure 7.23 clearly shows the 
effect of these unfiltered noises.  
7.3.1Replacement of DWT with LPF and down-sampling  
 
In this section, the proposed method will be compared with another filtering method 
that utilizes a similar technique. If the coefficient thresholding in the proposed method 
is used as a means to reduce the number of inputs to a neural network, then a simple 
low-pass-filter (LPF) and down sampling technique should do the same thing, and hence 
avoid the need for DWT. In this section, the evaluation between such methods and the 
proposed method will be compared. 
This alternative design is similar to that in figure 7.3. But instead of a DWT, this 
alternative design will have LPF and the down-sampling in place of coefficient threshold. 
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The LPF removes any frequency of 90 Hz or higher, followed by down-sampling to cut 
down the signal, matching the current neural network’s input node. Even though the 
process performed by this alternative method met similar goals to the original design 
proposed, the following tests, consisting of 5 consecutive runs for each design, proved 
that the test result of the original proposed method had a better SNR improvement. The 
result is shown in table 7.5.   
Table 7.5 SNR improvement using LPF and down-
sampling 
Test # LFP and Down 
sample 
DWT and 
threshold 
Original noisy SNR 9.97-9.97 dB 9.46-10.02 dB 
1 7.38 dB 16.11 dB 
2 8.23 dB 15.75 dB 
3 8.01 dB 15.92 dB 
4 7.21 dB 16.32 dB 
5 6.93 dB 15.44 dB 
Average 7.55 dB 15.91 dB 
 
Clearly, SNR improvement of the alternative method is no where match the proposed 
method. This is mainly because of DWT and its frequency decomposing ability. The key 
influence of the neural network to learn does not always depend solely on the size of its 
structure. The pre-process step of transforming the signal into categories of frequencies 
band such as decomposition can also improve the learning performance of the network 
as well. In other words, the learning efficiency of neural network improves if its inputs 
are more organized. This will allow the neural network to determine the relationship 
between input and output easier. The sample of graphical comparison results are shown 
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in figure 7.24 where the blue represents noisy signal, green is noise-free, and red is the 
filtered signal. 
 
 
(a) Result for proposed method 
 
 
 
(b) Result from similar alternative method 
 
Figure 7.24 Noise reduction comparisons between the proposed method and a similar 
alternative method 
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7.4 Conclusion 
 
The method of wavelet decomposition and artificial neural network presented in this 
chapter has demonstrated its noise reduction capability of highly non-linear and non-
stationary signals through an application of electrocardiogram (ECG). In the specific 
models given, the delayed values of relevant signals in the system are used as inputs to 
wavelet decomposition. Its outputs are, then, filtered through the process of coefficient 
thresholding which removes the majority of coefficients that are not relevant to the 
signal of interest. Next, these remaining coefficients are used as inputs to a multilayer 
neural networks. Methods for the adjustment of parameters in generalized neural 
networks are treated, and the concept of back propagation was introduced in chapter 2 
to generate partial derivatives of a performance index with respect to adjustable 
parameters. From the implementation shown in this chapter, the recovered signals are 
shown to have good SNR improvement over the contaminated signals. Once trained, the 
neural network can recognize the wavelet decomposed coefficients of a particular 
patient and can reconstruct the signal with most of the noises removed. With sufficient 
training, the network may be applied to process the ECG signals in real-time.  
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusions 
 
In this paper, an alternative method to reduce noises in ECG is proposed that combine 
wavelet decomposition and neural network. In the last chapter, the effectiveness of this 
method was demonstrated. This method is superior to conventional methods because it 
does not depend on the details of the signals studied. In particular, neural network can 
learn from the sample data during the training session and adapt the basic shape of ECG 
to reproduce the signal again during the operation. Even with noises such as EMG and 
electrode motion that have the overlapped frequencies, thus posing serious difficulties 
for traditional methods, neural network can learn to differentiate differences in signal 
characteristics and are able to reproduce the signal that closely resembles a noise-free 
version. But the success of this proposed technique cannot be credited to the neural 
network alone; wavelet decomposition also plays a major role, aiding the neural 
network in decomposing a signal into component bands and eliminating most of the 
unnecessary information for the network to process. As adaptability of neural network 
gives its capability to learn, it is also the cause of inconsistency during the learning 
process.  This means that the two identical sets of training data are given to the same 
network, but trained at different times, will not provide the same results. 
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Recall from chapter 6 that the LMS algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a solution 
that minimizes the mean squared error, so long as the learning rate is not too large. This 
is true because the mean squared error for a single-layer linear network is a quadratic 
function. The quadratic function has only a single stationary point. In addition, the 
Hessian matrix of a quadratic function is constant; therefore, the curvature of the 
function in a given direction does not change, and the function contours are elliptical 
[42].  
Back-propagation is a generalization of the LMS algorithm. Like LMS, it is also an 
approximate steepest descent algorithm for minimizing the mean squared error. In fact, 
the algorithm is equivalent to the LMS algorithm when used on a single-layer linear 
network. When applied to multi-layer networks, however, the characteristics of Back-
propagation are quite different. This has to do with the differences between the mean 
squared error performance surfaces of single-layer linear networks and multilayer 
nonlinear networks. While the performance surface for a single-layer linear network has 
a single minimum point and constant curvature, the performance surface for a 
multilayer network may have many local minimum points, and the curvature can vary 
widely in different regions of the parameter space. [43]. 
Due to the nature of neural network, the results they give are not exact but the method 
is considered to be successful in this particular application if they can provide a solution 
within a few percentage errors. Developing networks with greater accuracy, most often, 
corresponds to simply carrying out the training over longer periods (more iterations) 
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and/or increasing the number of hidden nodes. For demonstration, the noise reduction 
method implemented in chapter 7 is applied to one of the patient (record 119) who has 
irregular cardiovascular which poses difficulty for the current setting used previously. To 
accommodate for additional work load, the neural network is increased to class 
KM=,M=,6,5 with double training data and double training iterations. The noisy SNR is 
measured to be 9.18dB. After the filtration, the filtered signal has 17.69dB. Result 
shown in figure 8.1 provides good noise reduction results.     
 
Figure 8.1 ECG noises reduction on record 119 
 
In addition, the filtration is also applied to record 208 and 233 with noisy signals are 
measured to be 7.91 and 8.65, respectively. See figure 8.2 and 8.3. 
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Figure 8.2 ECG noises reduction on record 208 
 
Figure 8.3 ECG noises reduction on record 233 
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Unfortunately, the results from record 208 and 233 do not have good improvement as 
that of record 119. Filtering SNR results are 11.74dB for record 208 and 12.23dB for 
record 233. Despite the already increased in resources for neural network, the network 
could not produce acceptable results. This could due to the fact that the neural network 
requires even more resources to accommodate for higher complexity of these signals’ 
characteristics. Therefore, providing more hidden nodes and longer training time would 
be the obvious solution for record 208 and 233. 
Adding additional resources to the neural network will increase its potential and 
improve overall results. However, asymptotic best results achievable are difficult to 
predict and the expense in computational time may become prohibitive. On top of that, 
too much training may also cause over-fitting problem. So, choosing the right network 
size and number of training iterations is a classic problem with all neural networks. It 
must be noted that the number of iteration applied in previous chapter was determined 
through trial and error. Because the learning results of neural network are not static and 
directly dependent on the number of iterations, some  numbers of training will yield 
different result from the same number in previous learning. The goal here is not to aim 
for the most optimal results, but rather, the acceptability, as explained previously. In 
other words, the number of training iterations must guarantee that the network will 
converge within an “acceptable” range.  
Improvement in results also depends on a good training set of data. A neural network is 
highly dependent to its initial training data. If the fluctuation of the inputs to neural 
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network is within some expected boundary, training data can be chosen to cover those 
ranges. However, due to the nature of biological noises and ECG signal, which varies 
from one individual to the next, a large sample of training data may be needed from 
every individual as reference for a neural network. 
Neural network training is equivalent to expanding a function in terms of basis functions, 
where each hidden node is a basis function described, for example, by an optimally 
parameterized hyperbolic function (or other such lower and upper bounded function). 
The back-propagation algorithm is an effective means of achieving the parameterization. 
However, it is not clear if it is the best algorithm to achieve this end. Nevertheless the 
experimental results from the chapter 7 provided good overall results. Recent study of 
back-propagation in [42] provided a different alternative variation of the method: 
Momentum back-propagation (MOBP), Variable learning rate back-propagation (VLBP), 
and Levenberg–Marquardt back-propagation (LMBP). It will be interesting to see how 
well they perform in a noise reduction applications.  
Apart from all that has mentioned, initialization of network’s parameters was the least 
talked about topic. In many common practices, including this paper, initialization often 
involves assigning some randomly generated number to every parameter. The hope is 
that these parameters will slowly converge as the algorithm of back-propagation 
performs the fine-tuning for each iteration. In [29], a good initialization algorithm can 
dramatically improve the learning efficiency and reduce the number of training 
iterations. In the modeling application, [29] had shown that a learning of a function that 
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is similar to equation (4.12) can be achieved in as little as 4 iterations. As in the future 
work, this topic is definitely worth looking into.  
This paper proposed a novel dynamical nonlinear wavelet domain coefficient 
thresholding model and multi-layer neural network for signals of cardiovascular origin to 
reduce noise in signals. The initial experiment was conducted on a normal ECG with 
combination of common noises and found the proposed model robust. Experimental 
results have been evaluated and are confirmed that the technique is able to achieve 
good SNR. Further, implementation of this algorithm is simple and straight forward. The 
results are visually pleasant and proved to be superior to conventional methods such as 
linear filters. The proposed model has potential application in ECG noise reduction 
applications. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Noise Reduction via Wavelet Decomposition and Neural Network 
ANN.m 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Neural Network % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear 
clc 
format long g 
  
%% DWT Constant 
W = 'D4'; 
L = 8; %S = 256; 
WaveParaChoice = 1; 
  
Winput = [256 512 1024]; 
%ZoutUp = [ 65 129  257]; %at 90Hz up 
%ZoutDw = [  1   2    4]; %at 0.7031 Hz down 
Ainput(1).len = 1:64; %2:64; 
Ainput(2).len = 3:128; 
%Ainput(2).len = 1:512; 
Ainput(3).len = 5:256; 
wInput = Winput(WaveParaChoice); 
%wUp = ZoutUp(WaveParaChoice); 
%wDown = ZoutDw(WaveParaChoice); 
  
%% ANN Constant 
  
iteration = 400; 
learning_rate = 0.02; %0.0055; %0.0055; 
%acceptable_error = 0.001; 
  
layer(1).node = size(Ainput(WaveParaChoice).len,2); %256; 
layer(2).node = 56; %64; %128; 
layer(3).node = 12; 
layer(4).node = 10; 
  
train_length = 4000; %4000; %4k 
test_length = 4000; %4000; %4k 
  
%% Read input from file 
[time ecg1 ecg2] = textread('data/ecg_103.txt','%f %f %f'); 
ecg1 = ecg1 - LPFilter(ecg1,3,0.5,360); %remove baseline noises 
ecg2 = ecg2 - LPFilter(ecg2,3,0.5,360); 
[time bw1 bw2] = textread('data/noises_bw.txt','%f %f %f'); 
[time em1 em2] = textread('data/noises_em.txt','%f %f %f'); 
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[time ma1 ma2] = textread('data/noises_ma.txt','%f %f %f'); 
random_noise = randn(1,size(time,1))'/5; 
%data files 
data_full_length = size(time,1); 
data_train_start = wInput; 
data_train_end = train_length; 
data_test_start = train_length + wInput; 
data_test_end = train_length + test_length; % - layer(1).node 
  
x = 1:data_full_length; 
ECG_clean = ecg1; 
wn1 = 0.5*(rand(data_full_length,1)-0.5*ones(data_full_length,1)); 
pw1 = 1/2 * sin(2*pi*x*1/360*60)'; 
ECG_noisy = ecg1 + ma1 + wn1 + bw1 + pw1 + em1; 
  
%assign data 
input_data = ECG_noisy; %(1:data_train_end+layer(1).node+1); 
reference_data = ECG_clean; %(1:data_train_end+layer(1).node+1); 
  
%% Normalization 
dmin = min( min(input_data), min(reference_data)); 
dmax = max( min(input_data), max(reference_data)); 
  
input_data = normalization(input_data,dmin,dmax); 
reference_data = normalization(reference_data,dmin,dmax); 
  
%% Initialize the parameter 
last_layer = size(layer,2); 
input_length = layer(1).node; 
layer(1).weight(1:layer(2).node) = 1; %always kept as 1 
layer(1).output = zeros(1,layer(1).node); 
layer(1).bias = 0; %rand(); %no bias for first layer 
for i=2:size(layer,2)-1, 
    layer(i).weight = rand(layer(i).node,layer(i-1).node)-0.5; 
    layer(i).output = zeros(1,layer(i).node); 
    layer(i).bias = rand(1,layer(i).node)-0.5; 
end 
%layer(total_layer).input(1:layer(total_layer-1).node) = 0; 
layer(last_layer).weight = 
rand(layer(last_layer).node,layer(last_layer-1).node)-0.5; 
layer(last_layer).output = zeros(1,layer(last_layer).node); 
layer(last_layer).bias = rand(1,layer(last_layer).node)-0.5; 
  
error(1) = 0; 
%% Learning 
tic; 
for i=1:iteration, 
    %iter = i 
    for jj=data_train_start:data_train_end, 
  
        j = ceil((data_train_end-wInput).*rand(1,1))+wInput; 
        X = input_data(j-wInput+1:j)'; 
        cof = wavelet(W, L, X); 
        layer(1).output = cof( Ainput(WaveParaChoice).len ); 
        reference = reference_data(j-layer(last_layer).node+1:j)';     
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        for k=2:last_layer, 
            for m=1:layer(k).node, 
                layer(k).weight_sum(m) = sum(layer(k-
1).output.*layer(k).weight(m,:))-layer(k).bias(m); 
                layer(k).output(m) = 
activation_function(layer(k).weight_sum(m)); 
            end %m 
        end %k 
         
        output_train(j-layer(last_layer).node+1:j) = 
layer(last_layer).output; 
        error(j-layer(last_layer).node+1:j) = reference - 
output_train(j-layer(last_layer).node+1:j); 
         
        layer_old = layer; 
  
        layer(last_layer).delta  = error(j-
layer(last_layer).node+1:j) .* 
activation_derivative( layer_old(last_layer).weight_sum ); 
        clear delta_tmp output_tmp; 
        for m=1:layer(last_layer-1).node, 
           delta_tmp(:,m) = layer(last_layer).delta; 
        end 
        for m=1:layer(last_layer).node, 
           output_tmp(m,:) = layer_old(last_layer-1).output; 
        end 
        layer(last_layer).weight = layer_old(last_layer).weight + 
learning_rate * delta_tmp .* output_tmp; 
        layer(last_layer).bias   = layer_old(last_layer).bias   + 
learning_rate * layer(last_layer).delta * (-1); 
  
        %update hidden layer 
        for k=last_layer-1:-1:2, %ignore 1st layer 
            clear delta_tmp output_tmp; 
            for m=1:layer(k).node, 
               output_tmp(m,:) = layer_old(k-1).output; 
               delta_tmp(:,m) = layer(k+1).delta; 
            end %m 
            layer(k).delta  = 
activation_derivative(layer_old(k).weight_sum) .* 
sum(delta_tmp.*layer_old(k+1).weight,1); 
            clear delta_tmp; 
            for m=1:layer(k-1).node, %expanding dimention by repeat for 
calc next line 
                delta_tmp(:,m) = layer(k).delta; 
            end %m 
            layer(k).weight = layer_old(k).weight + learning_rate * 
output_tmp .* delta_tmp; 
            layer(k).bias   = layer_old(k).bias   + learning_rate * (-
1) * layer(k).delta;          
        end %k 
  
    end %j 
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    [i mean(error.^2)] %display error 
    toc 
    iter_err(i) = mean(error.^2); 
  
end %i 
toc 
%% Testing 
for j=data_test_start:data_test_end, 
  
        X = input_data(j-wInput+1:j)'; 
        cof = wavelet(W, L, X); 
        layer(1).output = cof( Ainput(WaveParaChoice).len ); 
        for k=2:last_layer, 
            for m=1:layer(k).node, 
                layer(k).weight_sum(m) = sum(layer(k-
1).output.*layer(k).weight(m,:))-layer(k).bias(m); 
                layer(k).output(m) = 
activation_function(layer(k).weight_sum(m)); 
            end %m 
        end %k 
        output_test(j-layer(last_layer).node+1:j) = 
layer(last_layer).output; 
     
end 
  
  
%% Denormalize for display 
output_train = denormalization(output_train,dmin,dmax); 
output_test = denormalization(output_test,dmin,dmax); 
  
input_data = denormalization(input_data,dmin,dmax); 
reference_data = denormalization(reference_data,dmin,dmax); 
%% Ploting results 
figure(1); 
i = data_train_start:data_train_end-1; 
plot(i,input_data(i),'b',i,reference_data(i),'g',i,output_train(i),'r')
; 
  
figure(2); 
i = data_test_start:data_test_end-1; 
plot(i,input_data(i),'b',i,reference_data(i),'g',i,output_test(i),'r'); 
  
figure(3); 
plot(iter_err); 
  
mean( abs( abs(reference_data(i))-abs(output_test(i)') ) ) 
calcSNR(output_test(1:data_test_end)',reference_data(1:data_test_end),d
ata_test_start+wInput,data_test_end,'data/atr_103.txt') 
  
activation_derivative.m 
 
function output = activation_derivative( input ) 
    output = 2*exp(-input)./(1+exp(-input)).^2; 
end 
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Activation_function.m 
 
function output = activation_function( input ) 
    output = (1-exp(-input))./(1+exp(-input)); 
end 
 
calcSNR.m 
 
function snr = calcSNR( noisy_record, clean_record, index_start, 
index_end, annotator_file ) 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Mehod: http://www.physionet.org/physiotools/wag/nst-1.htm % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    [time atr_sample xtype xsub xchan xnum] = 
textread(annotator_file,'%s %f %s %f %f %f'); 
    %+1 because annotator read from index 0 
    atr_sample = atr_sample + 1; 
    %strcat(a,b) 
    noise_record = noisy_record - clean_record; 
    window_before = 16; %about 50ms  
    window_after = 32; %16 - 32 because just to ensure that S wave is 
covered  
    noise_chunk = 360; %calc 1 second chunks at a time 
     
    %find noisy signal power 
    %start index search in annotator file 
    count = 1; 
    ptop(count) = 0; %initialize to zero 
    for i=2:size(atr_sample,1), %start at 2 because 1 is (+ Rhythm 
change)  
        atr_tmp = atr_sample(i); 
  
        if( (atr_tmp>=index_start) && (atr_tmp<=index_end) ) 
            win_low_inx = atr_tmp - window_before; 
            if( win_low_inx<index_start ) %lower range 
                win_low_inx = index_start; 
            end 
            win_up_inx = atr_tmp + window_after; 
            if( win_low_inx>index_end ) %upper range 
                win_up_inx = index_end; 
            end 
             
            win_intv = noisy_record(win_low_inx:win_up_inx); 
            p_upper = max( win_intv ); 
            p_lower = min( win_intv ); 
            ptop(count) = (p_upper - p_lower); 
            count = count + 1;  
        end 
         
        if( atr_tmp>index_end ) 
           break; %exist for loop 
        end 
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    end %for 
     
    %calc power of noise signal 
    count = 1; 
    nrms(count) = 0; 
    remainder = mod(index_end-index_start,noise_chunk); 
    %even out length and making room for last noise_chunk 
    for i=index_start:noise_chunk:index_end-remainder-noise_chunk, %so 
that signal is dividable by noise_chunk 
        n_chunk = noise_record(i:i+noise_chunk-1); 
        mean_amplitude = mean(n_chunk); 
        %I think a reason of subtracting mean_amplitude is to eliminate 
        %(local) baseline noise (but why?) 
        n_chunk = n_chunk - mean_amplitude; 
        nrms(count) = sqrt( sum((n_chunk).^2,1)/size(n_chunk,1) ); % - 
mean_amplitude; 
        count = count + 1; 
    end %for 
    %calc if there remainder 
    if( remainder > 0 ) 
        n_chunk = 
noise_record(i+noise_chunk+1:i+noise_chunk+remainder); 
        mean_amplitude = mean(n_chunk); 
        n_chunk = n_chunk - mean_amplitude; 
        nrms(count) = sqrt( sum((n_chunk).^2,1)/size(n_chunk,1) ); % - 
mean_amplitude;         
    end %if 
     
    %calc power of both noisy signal and noise  
    rm_size = floor(0.05*size(ptop,2)); % 5% 
    while( rm_size>=1 ), %remove top and bottom 5% 
        [val inx] = max(ptop); 
        ptop(inx) = []; 
        [val inx] = min(ptop); 
        ptop(inx) = []; 
        rm_size = rm_size-1; 
    end %while 
    m_ptp = mean(ptop); 
    %(correct for sinusoids, close enough for these purposes) 
    signal_power = m_ptp^2/8;  
     
    rm_size = floor(0.05*size(nrms,2)); % 5% 
    while( rm_size>=1 ), %remove top and bottom 5% 
        [val inx] = max(nrms); 
        nrms(inx) = []; 
        [val inx] = min(nrms); 
        nrms(inx) = []; 
        rm_size = rm_size-1; 
    end %while     
    m_nrms = mean(nrms); 
    noise_power = m_nrms^2; 
     
    %signal_power 
    %noise_power 
  
    snr = 10*log10(signal_power/noise_power); 
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end 
 
normalization.m 
 
function output = normalization( input, min, max ) 
    %normalize to -1 and 1 
    output = 2/(min-max)*(-input+max)+1; 
  
end 
 
denormalization.m 
 
function output = denormalization( input, min, max ) 
    %denormalize back to min and max 
    output = (min-max)/2*(2*max/(min-max)+1-input); 
  
end 
 
LPFilter.m 
 
function y = LPFilter(x,order,fc,fs) %in Hz 
    %fs = 360; 
    %fc = 0.5; 
    %order = 3; 
    fNorm = fc/(fs/1); 
    [b,a]=butter(order,fNorm,'low'); 
    y = filtfilt(b,a,x); 
end 
 
graph.m 
 
i = data_test_start:data_test_end-1; 
  
top = reference_data(i); 
mid = input_data(i); 
bot = output_test(i); 
  
totalplot = 3; 
  
subplot(totalplot,1,1); plot(i,top) 
title('Noise-free ECG');xlabel('Sample');ylabel('Amplitude (mV)');grid 
on; 
subplot(totalplot,1,2); plot(i,mid) 
title('Noisy ECG');xlabel('Sample');ylabel('Amplitude (mV)');grid on; 
subplot(totalplot,1,3); plot(i,bot) 
title('Filtered ECG');xlabel('Sample');ylabel('Amplitude (mV)');grid 
on; 
  
noisy = 
calcSNR(input_data(1:data_test_end),reference_data(1:data_test_end),dat
a_test_start+wInput,data_test_end-1,'data/atr_103.txt') 
filtered = 
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calcSNR(output_test(1:data_test_end)',reference_data(1:data_test_end),d
ata_test_start+wInput,data_test_end-1,'data/atr_103.txt') 
 
wavelet.m 
 
function varargout = wavelet(WaveletName,Level,X,Ext,Dim) 
%WAVELET  Discrete wavelet transform. 
%   Y = WAVELET(W,L,X) computes the L-stage discrete wavelet transform 
%   (DWT) of signal X using wavelet W.  The length of X must be 
%   divisible by 2^L.  For the inverse transform, WAVELET(W,-L,X) 
%   inverts L stages.  Choices for W are 
%     'Haar'                                      Haar 
%     'D1','D2','D3','D4','D5','D6'               Daubechies' 
%     'Sym1','Sym2','Sym3','Sym4','Sym5','Sym6'   Symlets 
%     'Coif1','Coif2'                             Coiflets 
%     'BCoif1'                                    Coiflet-like [2] 
%     'Spline Nr.Nd' (or 'bior Nr.Nd') for        Splines 
%       Nr = 0,  Nd = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7, or 8 
%       Nr = 1,  Nd = 0,1,3,5, or 7 
%       Nr = 2,  Nd = 0,1,2,4,6, or 8 
%       Nr = 3,  Nd = 0,1,3,5, or 7 
%       Nr = 4,  Nd = 0,1,2,4,6, or 8 
%       Nr = 5,  Nd = 0,1,3, or 5 
%     'RSpline Nr.Nd' for the same Nr.Nd pairs    Reverse splines 
%     'S+P (2,2)','S+P (4,2)','S+P (6,2)',        S+P wavelets [3] 
%     'S+P (4,4)','S+P (2+2,2)' 
%     'TT'                                        "Two-Ten" [5] 
%     'LC 5/3','LC 2/6','LC 9/7-M','LC 2/10',     Low Complexity [1] 
%     'LC 5/11-C','LC 5/11-A','LC 6/14', 
%     'LC 13/7-T','LC 13/7-C' 
%     'Le Gall 5/3','CDF 9/7'                     JPEG2000 [7] 
%     'V9/3'                                      Visual [8] 
%     'Lazy'                                      Lazy wavelet 
%   Case and spaces are ignored in wavelet names, for example, 'Sym4' 
%   may also be written as 'sym 4'.  Some wavelets have multiple names, 
%   'D1', 'Sym1', and 'Spline 1.1' are aliases of the Haar wavelet. 
% 
%   WAVELET(W) displays information about wavelet W and plots the 
%   primal and dual scaling and wavelet functions. 
% 
%   For 2D transforms, prefix W with '2D'.  For example, '2D S+P (2,2)' 
%   specifies a 2D (tensor) transform with the S+P (2,2) wavelet. 
%   2D transforms require that X is either MxN or MxNxP where M and N 
%   are divisible by 2^L. 
% 
%   WAVELET(W,L,X,EXT) specifies boundary handling EXT.  Choices are 
%     'sym'      Symmetric extension (same as 'wsws') 
%     'asym'     Antisymmetric extension, whole-point antisymmetry 
%     'zpd'      Zero-padding 
%     'per'      Periodic extension 
%     'sp0'      Constant extrapolation 
% 
%   Various symmetric extensions are supported: 
%     'wsws'     Whole-point symmetry (WS) on both boundaries 
%     'hshs'     Half-point symmetry (HS) on both boundaries 
%     'wshs'     WS left boundary, HS right boundary 
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%     'hsws'     HS left boundary, WS right boundary 
% 
%   Antisymmetric boundary handling is used by default, EXT = 'asym'. 
% 
%   WAVELET(...,DIM) operates along dimension DIM. 
% 
%   [H1,G1,H2,G2] = WAVELET(W,'filters') returns the filters 
%   associated with wavelet transform W.  Each filter is represented 
%   by a cell array where the first cell contains an array of 
%   coefficients and the second cell contains a scalar of the leading 
%   Z-power. 
% 
%   [X,PHI1] = WAVELET(W,'phi1') returns an approximation of the 
%   scaling function associated with wavelet transform W. 
%   [X,PHI1] = WAVELET(W,'phi1',N) approximates the scaling function 
%   with resolution 2^-N.  Similarly, 
%   [X,PSI1] = WAVELET(W,'psi1',...), 
%   [X,PHI2] = WAVELET(W,'phi2',...), 
%   and [X,PSI2] = WAVELET(W,'psi2',...) return approximations of the 
%   wavelet function, dual scaling function, and dual wavelet function. 
% 
%   Wavelet transforms are implemented using the lifting scheme [4]. 
%   For general background on wavelets, see for example [6]. 
% 
% 
%   Examples: 
%   % Display information about the S+P (4,4) wavelet 
%   wavelet('S+P (4,4)'); 
% 
%   % Plot a wavelet decomposition 
%   t = linspace(0,1,256); 
%   X = exp(-t) + sqrt(t - 0.3).*(t > 0.3) - 0.2*(t > 0.6); 
%   wavelet('RSpline 3.1',3,X);        % Plot the decomposition of X 
% 
%   % Sym4 with periodic boundaries 
%   Y = wavelet('Sym4',5,X,'per');    % Forward transform with 5 stages 
%   R = wavelet('Sym4',-5,Y,'per');   % Invert 5 stages 
% 
%   % 2D transform on an image 
%   t = linspace(-1,1,128); [x,y] = meshgrid(t,t); 
%   X = ((x+1).*(x-1) - (y+1).*(y-1)) + real(sqrt(0.4 - x.^2 - y.^2)); 
%   Y = wavelet('2D CDF 9/7',2,X);    % 2D wavelet transform 
%   R = wavelet('2D CDF 9/7',-2,Y);   % Recover X from Y 
%   imagesc(abs(Y).^0.2); colormap(gray); axis image; 
% 
%   % Plot the Daubechies 2 scaling function 
%   [x,phi] = wavelet('D2','phi'); 
%   plot(x,phi); 
% 
%   References: 
%   [1] M. Adams and F. Kossentini.  "Reversible Integer-to-Integer 
%       Wavelet Transforms for Image Compression."  IEEE Trans. on 
%       Image Proc., vol. 9, no. 6, Jun. 2000. 
% 
%   [2] M. Antonini, M. Barlaud, P. Mathieu, and I. Daubechies.  "Image 
%       Coding using Wavelet Transforms."  IEEE Trans. Image 
Processing, 
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%       vol. 1, pp. 205-220, 1992. 
% 
%   [3] R. Calderbank, I. Daubechies, W. Sweldens, and Boon-Lock Yeo. 
%       "Lossless Image Compression using Integer to Integer Wavelet 
%       Transforms."  ICIP IEEE Press, vol. 1, pp. 596-599.  1997. 
% 
%   [4] I. Daubechies and W. Sweldens.  "Factoring Wavelet Transforms 
%       into Lifting Steps."  1996. 
% 
%   [5] D. Le Gall and A. Tabatabai.  "Subband Coding of Digital Images 
%       Using Symmetric Short Kernel Filters and Arithmetic Coding 
%       Techniques."  ICASSP'88, pp.761-765, 1988. 
% 
%   [6] S. Mallat.  "A Wavelet Tour of Signal Processing."  Academic 
%       Press, 1999. 
% 
%   [7] M. Unser and T. Blu.  "Mathematical Properties of the JPEG2000 
%       Wavelet Filters." IEEE Trans. on Image Proc., vol. 12, no. 9, 
%       Sep. 2003. 
% 
%   [8] Qinghai Wang and Yulong Mo.  "Choice of Wavelet Base in 
%       JPEG2000."  Computer Engineering, vol. 30, no. 23, Dec. 2004. 
  
% Pascal Getreuer 2005-2006 
  
if nargin < 1, error('Not enough input arguments.'); end 
if ~ischar(WaveletName), error('Invalid wavelet name.'); end 
  
% Get a lifting scheme sequence for the specified wavelet 
Flag1D = isempty(findstr(lower(WaveletName),'2d')); 
[Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD,Family] = getwavelet(WaveletName); 
  
if isempty(Seq) 
   error(['Unknown wavelet, ''',WaveletName,'''.']); 
end 
  
if nargin < 2, Level = ''; end 
if ischar(Level) 
   [h1,g1] = seq2hg(Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD,0); 
   [h2,g2] = seq2hg(Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD,1); 
  
   if strcmpi(Level,'filters') 
      varargout = {h1,g1,h2,g2}; 
   else 
      if nargin < 3, X = 6; end 
  
      switch lower(Level) 
      case {'phi1','phi'} 
         [x1,phi] = cascade(h1,g1,pow2(-X)); 
         varargout = {x1,phi}; 
      case {'psi1','psi'} 
         [x1,phi,x2,psi] = cascade(h1,g1,pow2(-X)); 
         varargout = {x2,psi}; 
      case 'phi2' 
         [x1,phi] = cascade(h2,g2,pow2(-X)); 
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         varargout = {x1,phi}; 
      case 'psi2' 
         [x1,phi,x2,psi] = cascade(h2,g2,pow2(-X)); 
         varargout = {x2,psi}; 
      case '' 
         fprintf('\n%s wavelet ''%s'' ',Family,WaveletName); 
  
         if all(abs([norm(h1{1}),norm(h2{1})] - 1) < 1e-11) 
            fprintf('(orthogonal)\n'); 
         else 
            fprintf('(biorthogonal)\n'); 
         end 
          
         fprintf('Vanishing moments: %d analysis, %d 
reconstruction\n',... 
            numvanish(g1{1}),numvanish(g2{1})); 
         fprintf('Filter lengths: %d/%d-tap\n',... 
            length(h1{1}),length(g1{1}));          
         fprintf('Implementation lifting steps: %d\n\n',... 
            size(Seq,1)-all([Seq{1,:}] == 0)); 
          
         fprintf('h1(z) = %s\n',filterstr(h1,ScaleS)); 
         fprintf('g1(z) = %s\n',filterstr(g1,ScaleD)); 
         fprintf('h2(z) = %s\n',filterstr(h2,1/ScaleS)); 
         fprintf('g2(z) = %s\n\n',filterstr(g2,1/ScaleD)); 
  
         [x1,phi,x2,psi] = cascade(h1,g1,pow2(-X)); 
         subplot(2,2,1); 
         plot(x1,phi,'b-'); 
         if diff(x1([1,end])) > 0, xlim(x1([1,end])); end 
         title('\phi_1'); 
         subplot(2,2,3); 
         plot(x2,psi,'b-'); 
         if diff(x2([1,end])) > 0, xlim(x2([1,end])); end 
         title('\psi_1'); 
         [x1,phi,x2,psi] = cascade(h2,g2,pow2(-X)); 
         subplot(2,2,2); 
         plot(x1,phi,'b-'); 
         if diff(x1([1,end])) > 0, xlim(x1([1,end])); end 
         title('\phi_2'); 
         subplot(2,2,4); 
         plot(x2,psi,'b-'); 
         if diff(x2([1,end])) > 0, xlim(x2([1,end])); end 
         title('\psi_2'); 
         set(gcf,'NextPlot','replacechildren'); 
      otherwise 
         error(['Invalid parameter, ''',Level,'''.']); 
      end 
   end 
  
   return; 
elseif nargin < 5 
   % Use antisymmetric extension by default 
   if nargin < 4 
      if nargin < 3, error('Not enough input arguments.'); end 
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      Ext = 'asym'; 
   end 
  
   Dim = min(find(size(X) ~= 1)); 
   if isempty(Dim), Dim = 1; end 
end 
  
if any(size(Level) ~= 1), error('Invalid decomposition level.'); end 
  
NumStages = size(Seq,1); 
EvenStages = ~rem(NumStages,2); 
  
if Flag1D   % 1D Transfrom 
   %%% Convert N-D array to a 2-D array with dimension Dim along the 
columns %%% 
   XSize = size(X);    % Save original dimensions 
   N = XSize(Dim); 
   M = prod(XSize)/N; 
   Perm = [Dim:max(length(XSize),Dim),1:Dim-1]; 
   X = double(reshape(permute(X,Perm),N,M)); 
  
   if M == 1 & nargout == 0 & Level > 0 
      % Create a figure of the wavelet decomposition 
      set(gcf,'NextPlot','replace'); 
      subplot(Level+2,1,1); 
      plot(X); 
      title('Wavelet Decomposition'); 
      axis tight; axis off; 
  
      X = feval(mfilename,WaveletName,Level,X,Ext,1); 
  
      for i = 1:Level 
         N2 = N; 
         N = 0.5*N; 
         subplot(Level+2,1,i+1); 
         a = max(abs(X(N+1:N2)))*1.1; 
         plot(N+1:N2,X(N+1:N2),'b-'); 
         ylabel(['d',sprintf('_%c',num2str(i))]); 
         axis([N+1,N2,-a,a]); 
      end 
  
      subplot(Level+2,1,Level+2); 
      plot(X(1:N),'-'); 
      xlabel('Coefficient Index'); 
      ylabel('s_1'); 
      axis tight; 
      set(gcf,'NextPlot','replacechildren'); 
      varargout = {X}; 
      return; 
   end 
  
   if rem(N,pow2(abs(Level))), error('Signal length must be divisible 
by 2^L.'); end 
   if N < pow2(abs(Level)), error('Signal length too small for 
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transform level.'); end 
  
   if Level >= 0           % Forward transform 
      for i = 1:Level 
         Xo = X(2:2:N,:); 
         Xe = X(1:2:N,:) + xfir(Seq{1,1},Seq{1,2},Xo,Ext); 
  
         for k = 3:2:NumStages 
            Xo = Xo + xfir(Seq{k-1,1},Seq{k-1,2},Xe,Ext); 
            Xe = Xe + xfir(Seq{k,1},Seq{k,2},Xo,Ext); 
         end 
  
         if EvenStages 
            Xo = Xo + xfir(Seq{NumStages,1},Seq{NumStages,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
  
         X(1:N,:) = [Xe*ScaleS; Xo*ScaleD]; 
         N = 0.5*N; 
      end 
   else                     % Inverse transform 
      N = N * pow2(Level); 
  
      for i = 1:-Level 
         N2 = 2*N; 
         Xe = X(1:N,:)/ScaleS; 
         Xo = X(N+1:N2,:)/ScaleD; 
  
         if EvenStages 
            Xo = Xo - xfir(Seq{NumStages,1},Seq{NumStages,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
  
         for k = NumStages - EvenStages:-2:3 
            Xe = Xe - xfir(Seq{k,1},Seq{k,2},Xo,Ext); 
            Xo = Xo - xfir(Seq{k-1,1},Seq{k-1,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
  
         X([1:2:N2,2:2:N2],:) = [Xe - xfir(Seq{1,1},Seq{1,2},Xo,Ext); 
Xo]; 
         N = N2; 
      end 
   end 
  
   X = ipermute(reshape(X,XSize(Perm)),Perm);   % Restore original 
array dimensions 
else        % 2D Transfrom 
   N = size(X); 
  
   if length(N) > 3 | any(rem(N([1,2]),pow2(abs(Level)))) 
      error('Input size must be either MxN or MxNxP where M and N are 
divisible by 2^L.'); 
   end 
  
   if Level >= 0   % 2D Forward transform 
      for i = 1:Level 
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         Xo = X(2:2:N(1),1:N(2),:); 
         Xe = X(1:2:N(1),1:N(2),:) + xfir(Seq{1,1},Seq{1,2},Xo,Ext); 
  
         for k = 3:2:NumStages 
            Xo = Xo + xfir(Seq{k-1,1},Seq{k-1,2},Xe,Ext); 
            Xe = Xe + xfir(Seq{k,1},Seq{k,2},Xo,Ext); 
         end 
  
         if EvenStages 
            Xo = Xo + xfir(Seq{NumStages,1},Seq{NumStages,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
  
         X(1:N(1),1:N(2),:) = [Xe*ScaleS; Xo*ScaleD]; 
          
         Xo = permute(X(1:N(1),2:2:N(2),:),[2,1,3]); 
         Xe = permute(X(1:N(1),1:2:N(2),:),[2,1,3]) ... 
            + xfir(Seq{1,1},Seq{1,2},Xo,Ext); 
  
         for k = 3:2:NumStages 
            Xo = Xo + xfir(Seq{k-1,1},Seq{k-1,2},Xe,Ext); 
            Xe = Xe + xfir(Seq{k,1},Seq{k,2},Xo,Ext); 
         end 
  
         if EvenStages 
            Xo = Xo + xfir(Seq{NumStages,1},Seq{NumStages,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
          
         X(1:N(1),1:N(2),:) = [permute(Xe,[2,1,3])*ScaleS,... 
               permute(Xo,[2,1,3])*ScaleD]; 
         N = 0.5*N; 
      end 
   else           % 2D Inverse transform 
      N = N*pow2(Level); 
  
      for i = 1:-Level 
         N2 = 2*N; 
         Xe = permute(X(1:N2(1),1:N(2),:),[2,1,3])/ScaleS; 
         Xo = permute(X(1:N2(1),N(2)+1:N2(2),:),[2,1,3])/ScaleD; 
  
         if EvenStages 
            Xo = Xo - xfir(Seq{NumStages,1},Seq{NumStages,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
  
         for k = NumStages - EvenStages:-2:3 
            Xe = Xe - xfir(Seq{k,1},Seq{k,2},Xo,Ext); 
            Xo = Xo - xfir(Seq{k-1,1},Seq{k-1,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
          
         X(1:N2(1),[1:2:N2(2),2:2:N2(2)],:) = ... 
            [permute(Xe - xfir(Seq{1,1},Seq{1,2},Xo,Ext),[2,1,3]), ... 
               permute(Xo,[2,1,3])]; 
          
         Xe = X(1:N(1),1:N2(2),:)/ScaleS; 
         Xo = X(N(1)+1:N2(1),1:N2(2),:)/ScaleD; 
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         if EvenStages 
            Xo = Xo - xfir(Seq{NumStages,1},Seq{NumStages,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
  
         for k = NumStages - EvenStages:-2:3 
            Xe = Xe - xfir(Seq{k,1},Seq{k,2},Xo,Ext); 
            Xo = Xo - xfir(Seq{k-1,1},Seq{k-1,2},Xe,Ext); 
         end 
          
         X([1:2:N2(1),2:2:N2(1)],1:N2(2),:) = ... 
            [Xe - xfir(Seq{1,1},Seq{1,2},Xo,Ext); Xo]; 
         N = N2; 
      end 
   end 
end 
  
varargout{1} = X; 
return; 
  
  
function [Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD,Family] = getwavelet(WaveletName) 
%GETWAVELET   Get wavelet lifting scheme sequence. 
% Pascal Getreuer 2005-2006 
  
WaveletName = strrep(WaveletName,'bior','spline'); 
ScaleS = 1/sqrt(2); 
ScaleD = 1/sqrt(2); 
Family = 'Spline'; 
  
switch strrep(strrep(lower(WaveletName),'2d',''),' ','') 
case {'haar','d1','db1','sym1','spline1.1','rspline1.1'} 
   Seq = {1,0;-0.5,0}; 
   ScaleD = -sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Haar'; 
case {'d2','db2','sym2'} 
   Seq = {sqrt(3),0;[-sqrt(3),2-sqrt(3)]/4,0;-1,1}; 
   ScaleS = (sqrt(3)-1)/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = (sqrt(3)+1)/sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Daubechies'; 
case {'d3','db3','sym3'} 
   Seq = {2.4254972439123361,0;[-
0.3523876576801823,0.0793394561587384],0; 
      [0.5614149091879961,-2.8953474543648969],2;-0.0197505292372931,-
2}; 
   ScaleS = 0.4318799914853075; 
   ScaleD = 2.3154580432421348; 
   Family = 'Daubechies'; 
case {'d4','db4'} 
   Seq = {0.3222758879971411,-
1;[0.3001422587485443,1.1171236051605939],1; 
      [-0.1176480867984784,0.0188083527262439],-1; 
      [-0.6364282711906594,-2.1318167127552199],1; 
      [0.0247912381571950,-0.1400392377326117,0.4690834789110281],2};    
   ScaleS = 1.3621667200737697; 
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   ScaleD = 0.7341245276832514; 
   Family = 'Daubechies'; 
case {'d5','db5'} 
   Seq = {0.2651451428113514,-1;[-0.2477292913288009,-
0.9940591341382633],1; 
      [-0.2132742982207803,0.5341246460905558],1; 
      [0.7168557197126235,-0.2247352231444452],-1; 
      [-0.0121321866213973,0.0775533344610336],3;0.035764924629411,-3};   
   ScaleS = 1.3101844387211246; 
   ScaleD = 0.7632513182465389; 
   Family = 'Daubechies'; 
case {'d6','db6'} 
   Seq = {4.4344683000391223,0;[-
0.214593449940913,0.0633131925095066],0; 
      [4.4931131753641633,-9.970015617571832],2; 
      [-0.0574139367993266,0.0236634936395882],-2; 
      [0.6787843541162683,-2.3564970162896977],4; 
      [-0.0071835631074942,0.0009911655293238],-4;-
0.0941066741175849,5};    
   ScaleS = 0.3203624223883869; 
   ScaleD = 3.1214647228121661; 
   Family = 'Daubechies'; 
case 'sym4' 
   Seq = {-
0.3911469419700402,0;[0.3392439918649451,0.1243902829333865],0; 
      [-0.1620314520393038,1.4195148522334731],1; 
      -[0.1459830772565225,0.4312834159749964],1;1.049255198049293,-1};   
   ScaleS = 0.6366587855802818; 
   ScaleD = 1.5707000714496564; 
   Family = 'Symlet'; 
case 'sym5' 
   Seq = {0.9259329171294208,0;-
[0.1319230270282341,0.4985231842281166],1; 
      [1.452118924420613,0.4293261204657586],0; 
      [-0.2804023843755281,0.0948300395515551],0; 
      -[0.7680659387165244,1.9589167118877153],1;0.1726400850543451,0}; 
   ScaleS = 0.4914339446751972; 
   ScaleD = 2.0348614718930915; 
   Family = 'Symlet'; 
case 'sym6' 
   Seq = {-0.2266091476053614,0;[0.2155407618197651,-
1.2670686037583443],0; 
      [-4.2551584226048398,0.5047757263881194],2; 
      [0.2331599353469357,0.0447459687134724],-2; 
      [6.6244572505007815,-18.389000853969371],4; 
      [-0.0567684937266291,0.1443950619899142],-4;-
5.5119344180654508,5}; 
   ScaleS = -0.5985483742581210; 
   ScaleD = -1.6707087396895259; 
   Family = 'Symlet'; 
case 'coif1' 
   Seq = {-4.6457513110481772,0;[0.205718913884,0.1171567416519999],0; 
      [0.6076252184992341,-7.468626966435207],2;-0.0728756555332089,-
2};    
   ScaleS = -0.5818609561112537; 
   ScaleD = -1.7186236496830642; 
   Family = 'Coiflet'; 
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case 'coif2' 
   Seq = {-2.5303036209828274,0;[0.3418203790296641,-
0.2401406244344829],0; 
      [15.268378737252995,3.1631993897610227],2; 
      [-0.0646171619180252,0.005717132970962],-2; 
      [13.59117256930759,-63.95104824798802],4; 
      [-0.0018667030862775,0.0005087264425263],-4;-
3.7930423341992774,5}; 
   ScaleS = 0.1076673102965570; 
   ScaleD = 9.2878701738310099; 
   Family = 'Coiflet'; 
case 'bcoif1' 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/5,1;[5,5]/14,0;-[21,21]/100,1}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2)*7/10; 
   ScaleD = sqrt(2)*5/7; 
   Family = 'Nearly orthonormal Coiflet-like'; 
case {'lazy','spline0.0','rspline0.0','d0'} 
   Seq = {0,0}; 
   ScaleS = 1; 
   ScaleD = 1; 
   Family = 'Lazy'; 
case {'spline0.1','rspline0.1'} 
   Seq = {1,-1}; 
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline0.2','rspline0.2'} 
   Seq = {[1,1]/2,0}; 
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline0.3','rspline0.3'} 
   Seq = {[-1,6,3]/8,1}; 
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline0.4','rspline0.4'} 
   Seq = {[-1,9,9,-1]/16,1}; 
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline0.5','rspline0.5'} 
   Seq = {[3,-20,90,60,-5]/128,2};    
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline0.6','rspline0.6'} 
   Seq = {[3,-25,150,150,-25,3]/256,2};    
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline0.7','rspline0.7'} 
   Seq = {[-5,42,-175,700,525,-70,7]/1024,3};   
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline0.8','rspline0.8'} 
   Seq = {[-5,49,-245,1225,1225,-245,49,-5]/2048,3}; 
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline1.0','rspline1.0'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1,0}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2);    
case {'spline1.3','rspline1.3'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1,0;[-1,8,1]/16,1}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
case {'spline1.5','rspline1.5'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1,0;[3,-22,128,22,-3]/256,2}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
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case {'spline1.7','rspline1.7'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1,0;[-5,44,-201,1024,201,-44,5]/2048,3};    
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
case {'spline2.0','rspline2.0'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/2,1}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline2.1','rspline2.1'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/2,1;0.5,0}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
case {'spline2.2','rspline2.2','cdf5/3','legall5/3','s+p(2,2)','lc5/3'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/2,1;[1,1]/4,0}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
case {'spline2.4','rspline2.4'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/2,1;[-3,19,19,-3]/64,1}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
case {'spline2.6','rspline2.6'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/2,1;[5,-39,162,162,-39,5]/512,2}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
case {'spline2.8','rspline2.8'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/2,1;[-35,335,-1563,5359,5359,-1563,335,-
35]/16384,3}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
case {'spline3.0','rspline3.0'} 
   Seq = {-1/3,-1;-[3,9]/8,1};    
   ScaleS = 3/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 2/3; 
case {'spline3.1','rspline3.1'} 
   Seq = {-1/3,-1;-[3,9]/8,1;4/9,0}; 
   ScaleS = 3/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -2/3; 
case {'spline3.3','rspline3.3'} 
   Seq = {-1/3,-1;-[3,9]/8,1;[-3,16,3]/36,1}; 
   ScaleS = 3/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -2/3; 
case {'spline3.5','rspline3.5'} 
   Seq = {-1/3,-1;-[3,9]/8,1;[5,-34,128,34,-5]/288,2}; 
   ScaleS = 3/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -2/3; 
case {'spline3.7','rspline3.7'} 
   Seq = {-1/3,-1;-[3,9]/8,1;[-35,300,-1263,4096,1263,-300,35]/9216,3}; 
   ScaleS = 3/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -2/3; 
case {'spline4.0','rspline4.0'} 
   Seq = {-[1,1]/4,0;-[1,1],1}; 
   ScaleS = 4/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 1/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleS = 1; ScaleD = 1; 
case {'spline4.1','rspline4.1'} 
   Seq = {-[1,1]/4,0;-[1,1],1;6/16,0}; 
   ScaleS = 4/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 1/2; 
case {'spline4.2','rspline4.2'} 
   Seq = {-[1,1]/4,0;-[1,1],1;[3,3]/16,0}; 
   ScaleS = 4/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 1/2; 
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case {'spline4.4','rspline4.4'} 
   Seq = {-[1,1]/4,0;-[1,1],1;[-5,29,29,-5]/128,1}; 
   ScaleS = 4/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 1/2; 
case {'spline4.6','rspline4.6'} 
   Seq = {-[1,1]/4,0;-[1,1],1;[35,-265,998,998,-265,35]/4096,2}; 
   ScaleS = 4/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 1/2; 
case {'spline4.8','rspline4.8'} 
   Seq = {-[1,1]/4,0;-[1,1],1;[-63,595,-2687,8299,8299,-2687,595,-
63]/32768,3}; 
   ScaleS = 4/sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = 1/2; 
case {'spline5.0','rspline5.0'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1/5,0;-[5,15]/24,0;-[9,15]/10,1};    
   ScaleS = 3*sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = sqrt(2)/6; 
case {'spline5.1','rspline5.1'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1/5,0;-[5,15]/24,0;-[9,15]/10,1;1/3,0}; 
   ScaleS = 3*sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = sqrt(2)/6; 
case {'spline5.3','rspline5.3'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1/5,0;-[5,15]/24,0;-[9,15]/10,1;[-5,24,5]/72,1}; 
   ScaleS = 3*sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = sqrt(2)/6; 
case {'spline5.5','rspline5.5'} 
   Seq = {0,0;-1/5,0;-[5,15]/24,0;-[9,15]/10,1;[35,-230,768,230,-
35]/2304,2}; 
   ScaleS = 3*sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = sqrt(2)/6; 
case {'cdf9/7'}    
   Seq = {0,0;[1,1]*-1.5861343420693648,1;[1,1]*-0.0529801185718856,0; 
      [1,1]*0.8829110755411875,1;[1,1]*0.4435068520511142,0}; 
   ScaleS = 1.1496043988602418; 
   ScaleD = 1/ScaleS; 
   Family = 'Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau'; 
case 'v9/3' 
   Seq = {0,0;[-1,-1]/2,1;[1,19,19,1]/80,1}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'HSV design'; 
case {'s+p(4,2)','lc9/7-m'} 
   Seq = {0,0;[1,-9,-9,1]/16,2;[1,1]/4,0};    
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'S+P'; 
case 's+p(6,2)' 
   Seq = {0,0;[-3,25,-150,-150,25,-3]/256,3;[1,1]/4,0}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'S+P'; 
case {'s+p(4,4)','lc13/7-t'} 
   Seq = {0,0;[1,-9,-9,1]/16,2;[-1,9,9,-1]/32,1}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'S+P'; 
case {'s+p(2+2,2)','lc5/11-c'} 
   Seq = {0,0;[-1,-1]/2,1;[1,1]/4,0;-[-1,1,1,-1]/16,2}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'S+P'; 
case 'tt' 
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   Seq = {1,0;[3,-22,-128,22,-3]/256,2}; 
   ScaleD = sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Le Gall-Tabatabai polynomial'; 
case 'lc2/6' 
   Seq = {0,0;-1,0;1/2,0;[-1,0,1]/4,1}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Reverse spline'; 
case 'lc2/10' 
   Seq = {0,0;-1,0;1/2,0;[3,-22,0,22,-3]/64,2}; 
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Reverse spline'; 
case 'lc5/11-a' 
   Seq = {0,0;-[1,1]/2,1;[1,1]/4,0;[1,-1,-1,1]/32,2};    
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Low complexity'; 
case 'lc6/14' 
   Seq = {0,0;-1,0;[-1,8,1]/16,1;[1,-6,0,6,-1]/16,2};    
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Low complexity'; 
case 'lc13/7-c' 
   Seq = {0,0;[1,-9,-9,1]/16,2;[-1,5,5,-1]/16,1};    
   ScaleS = sqrt(2); 
   ScaleD = -1/sqrt(2); 
   Family = 'Low complexity'; 
otherwise 
   Seq = {}; 
   return; 
end 
  
if ~isempty(findstr(lower(WaveletName),'rspline')) 
   [Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD] = seqdual(Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD); 
   Family = 'Reverse spline'; 
end 
  
return; 
  
  
function [Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD] = seqdual(Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD) 
% Dual of a lifting sequence 
  
L = size(Seq,1); 
  
for k = 1:L 
   % f'(z) = -f(z^-1) 
   Seq{k,2} = -(Seq{k,2} - length(Seq{k,1}) + 1); 
   Seq{k,1} = -fliplr(Seq{k,1}); 
end 
  
if all(Seq{1,1} == 0) 
   Seq = reshape({Seq{2:end,:}},L-1,2); 
else 
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   [Seq{1:L+1,:}] = deal(0,Seq{1:L,1},0,Seq{1:L,2}); 
end 
  
ScaleS = 1/ScaleS; 
ScaleD = 1/ScaleD; 
return; 
  
  
function [h,g] = seq2hg(Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD,Dual) 
% Find wavelet filters from lifting sequence 
if Dual, [Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD] = seqdual(Seq,ScaleS,ScaleD); end 
if rem(size(Seq,1),2), [Seq{size(Seq,1)+1,:}] = deal(0,0); end 
  
h = {1,0}; 
g = {1,1}; 
  
for k = 1:2:size(Seq,1) 
   h = lp_lift(h,g,{Seq{k,:}}); 
   g = lp_lift(g,h,{Seq{k+1,:}}); 
end 
  
h = {ScaleS*h{1},h{2}}; 
g = {ScaleD*g{1},g{2}}; 
  
if Dual 
   h{2} = -(h{2} - length(h{1}) + 1); 
   h{1} = fliplr(h{1}); 
  
   g{2} = -(g{2} - length(g{1}) + 1); 
   g{1} = fliplr(g{1}); 
end 
  
return; 
  
  
function a = lp_lift(a,b,c) 
% a(z) = a(z) + b(z) c(z^2) 
  
d = zeros(1,length(c{1})*2-1); 
d(1:2:end) = c{1}; 
d = conv(b{1},d); 
z = b{2}+c{2}*2; 
zmax = max(a{2},z); 
f = [zeros(1,zmax-a{2}),a{1},zeros(1,a{2} - length(a{1}) - z + 
length(d))]; 
i = zmax-z + (1:length(d)); 
f(i) = f(i) + d; 
  
if all(abs(f) < 1e-12) 
   a = {0,0}; 
else 
   i = find(abs(f)/max(abs(f)) > 1e-10); 
   i1 = min(i); 
   a = {f(i1:max(i)),zmax-i1+1}; 
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end 
return; 
  
  
function X = xfir(B,Z,X,Ext) 
%XFIR  Noncausal FIR filtering with boundary handling. 
%   Y = XFIR(B,Z,X,EXT) filters X with FIR filter B with leading 
%   delay -Z along the columns of X.  EXT specifies the  boundary 
%   handling.  Special handling  is done for one and two-tap filters. 
  
% Pascal Getreuer 2005-2006 
  
N = size(X); 
  
% Special handling for short filters 
if length(B) == 1 & Z == 0 
   if B == 0 
      X = zeros(size(X)); 
   elseif B ~= 1 
      X = B*X; 
   end 
   return; 
end 
  
% Compute the number of samples to add to each end of the signal 
pl = max(length(B)-1-Z,0);       % Padding on the left end 
pr = max(Z,0);                   % Padding on the right end 
  
switch lower(Ext) 
case {'sym','wsws'}   % Symmetric extension, WSWS 
   if all([pl,pr] < N(1)) 
         X = filter(B,1,X([pl+1:-1:2,1:N(1),N(1)-1:-1:N(1)-
pr],:,:),[],1); 
         X = X(Z+pl+1:Z+pl+N(1),:,:); 
      return; 
   else 
      i = [1:N(1),N(1)-1:-1:2]; 
      Ns = 2*N(1) - 2 + (N(1) == 1); 
      i = i([rem(pl*(Ns-1):pl*Ns-1,Ns)+1,1:N(1),rem(N(1):N(1)+pr-
1,Ns)+1]); 
   end 
case {'symh','hshs'}  % Symmetric extension, HSHS 
   if all([pl,pr] < N(1)) 
      i = [pl:-1:1,1:N(1),N(1):-1:N(1)-pr+1]; 
   else 
      i = [1:N(1),N(1):-1:1]; 
      Ns = 2*N(1); 
      i = i([rem(pl*(Ns-1):pl*Ns-1,Ns)+1,1:N(1),rem(N(1):N(1)+pr-
1,Ns)+1]); 
   end 
case 'wshs'           % Symmetric extension, WSHS 
   if all([pl,pr] < N(1)) 
      i = [pl+1:-1:2,1:N(1),N(1):-1:N(1)-pr+1]; 
   else 
      i = [1:N(1),N(1):-1:2]; 
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      Ns = 2*N(1) - 1; 
      i = i([rem(pl*(Ns-1):pl*Ns-1,Ns)+1,1:N(1),rem(N(1):N(1)+pr-
1,Ns)+1]); 
   end 
case 'hsws'           % Symmetric extension, HSWS 
   if all([pl,pr] < N(1)) 
      i = [pl:-1:1,1:N(1),N(1)-1:-1:N(1)-pr]; 
   else 
      i = [1:N(1),N(1)-1:-1:1]; 
      Ns = 2*N(1) - 1; 
      i = i([rem(pl*(Ns-1):pl*Ns-1,Ns)+1,1:N(1),rem(N(1):N(1)+pr-
1,Ns)+1]); 
   end 
case 'zpd' 
   Ml = N; Ml(1) = pl; 
   Mr = N; Mr(1) = pr; 
    
   X = filter(B,1,[zeros(Ml);X;zeros(Mr)],[],1); 
   X = X(Z+pl+1:Z+pl+N(1),:,:); 
   return; 
case 'per'            % Periodic 
   i = [rem(pl*(N(1)-1):pl*N(1)-1,N(1))+1,1:N(1),rem(0:pr-1,N(1))+1]; 
case 'sp0'            % Constant extrapolation 
   i = [ones(1,pl),1:N(1),N(1)+zeros(1,pr)]; 
case 'asym'           % Asymmetric extension 
   i1 = [ones(1,pl),1:N(1),N(1)+zeros(1,pr)]; 
  
   if all([pl,pr] < N(1)) 
      i2 = [pl+1:-1:2,1:N(1),N(1)-1:-1:N(1)-pr]; 
   else 
      i2 = [1:N(1),N(1)-1:-1:2]; 
      Ns = 2*N(1) - 2 + (N(1) == 1); 
      i2 = i2([rem(pl*(Ns-1):pl*Ns-1,Ns)+1,1:N(1),rem(N(1):N(1)+pr-
1,Ns)+1]); 
   end 
    
   X = filter(B,1,2*X(i1,:,:) - X(i2,:,:),[],1); 
   X = X(Z+pl+1:Z+pl+N(1),:,:); 
   return; 
otherwise 
   error(['Unknown boundary handling, ''',Ext,'''.']); 
end 
  
X = filter(B,1,X(i,:,:),[],1); 
X = X(Z+pl+1:Z+pl+N(1),:,:); 
return; 
  
  
function [x1,phi,x2,psi] = cascade(h,g,dx) 
% Wavelet cascade algorithm 
  
c = h{1}*2/sum(h{1}); 
x = 0:dx:length(c) - 1; 
x1 = x - h{2}; 
phi0 = 1 - abs(linspace(-1,1,length(x))).'; 
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ii = []; jj = []; s = []; 
  
for k = 1:length(c) 
   xk = 2*x - (k-1); 
   i = find(xk >= 0 & xk <= length(c) - 1); 
   ii = [ii,i]; 
   jj = [jj,floor(xk(i)/dx)+1]; 
   s = [s,c(k)+zeros(size(i))]; 
end 
  
% Construct a sparse linear operator that iterates the dilation 
equation 
Dilation = sparse(ii,jj,s,length(x),length(x)); 
  
for N = 1:30 
   phi = Dilation*phi0; 
   if norm(phi - phi0,inf) < 1e-5, break; end 
   phi0 = phi; 
end 
  
if norm(phi) == 0 
   phi = ones(size(phi))*sqrt(2);   % Special case for Haar scaling 
function 
else 
   phi = phi/(norm(phi)*sqrt(dx));  % Rescale result 
end 
  
if nargout > 2 
   phi2 = phi(1:2:end);  % phi2 is approximately phi(2x) 
  
   if length(c) == 2 
      L = length(phi2); 
   else 
      L = ceil(0.5/dx); 
   end 
  
   % Construct psi from translates of phi2 
   c = g{1}; 
   psi = zeros(length(phi2)+L*(length(c)-1),1); 
   x2 = (0:length(psi)-1)*dx - g{2} - 0*h{2}/2; 
  
   for k = 1:length(c) 
      i = (1:length(phi2)) + L*(k-1); 
      psi(i) = psi(i) + c(k)*phi2; 
   end 
end 
return; 
  
  
function s = filterstr(a,K) 
% Convert a filter to a string 
  
[n,d] = rat(K/sqrt(2)); 
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if d < 50 
   a{1} = a{1}/sqrt(2);   % Scale filter by sqrt(2) 
   s = '( '; 
else 
   s = ''; 
end 
  
Scale = [pow2(1:15),10,20,160,280,inf]; 
  
for i = 1:length(Scale) 
   if norm(round(a{1}*Scale(i))/Scale(i) - a{1},inf) < 1e-9 
      a{1} = a{1}*Scale(i);  % Scale filter by a power of 2 or 160 
      s = '( '; 
      break; 
   end 
end 
  
z = a{2}; 
LineOff = 0; 
  
for k = 1:length(a{1}) 
   v = a{1}(k); 
  
   if v ~= 0  % Only display nonzero coefficients 
      if k > 1 
         s2 = [' ',char(44-sign(v)),' ']; 
         v = abs(v); 
      else 
         s2 = ''; 
      end 
  
      s2 = sprintf('%s%g',s2,v); 
  
      if z == 1 
         s2 = sprintf('%s z',s2); 
      elseif z ~= 0 
         s2 = sprintf('%s z^%d',s2,z); 
      end 
  
      if length(s) + length(s2) > 72 + LineOff  % Wrap long lines 
         s2 = [char(10),'        ',s2]; 
         LineOff = length(s); 
      end 
  
      s = [s,s2]; 
   end 
  
   z = z - 1; 
end 
  
if s(1) == '(' 
   s = [s,' )']; 
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   if d < 50, s = [s,' sqrt(2)']; end 
  
   if i < length(Scale) 
      s = sprintf('%s/%d',s,Scale(i)); 
   end 
end 
  
return; 
  
function N = numvanish(g) 
% Determine the number of vanishing moments from highpass filter g(z) 
  
for N = 0:length(g)-1  % Count the number of roots at z = 1 
   [g,r] = deconv(g,[1,-1]); 
   if norm(r,inf) > 1e-7, break; end 
end 
return; 
 
 
 
